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TheTertiary BuckHill volcanicseries,about 4000 feet thick,coversmostof theTascotal Mesaquadrangle
inPresidioandBrewstercounties, Texas.The regionaldip in thenorthernpartof thequadrangleis 2°-4° SW.,
and differentialerosion has developed three prominent levels. Green Valley in the northeasternpart is
underlainbyPruettandDuff beds.Rising approximately 800 feet abovethe levelof GreenValley isBandera
Mesa cappedby the resistantMitchell Mesatuff flow.Tascotal Mesarises 800 feetaboveBanderaMesa and
is cappedby flows of theRawls basalt that form a dip slope to the westernboundary of thequadrangle.
The southern third of the quadrangle, set off from the northernpartby east-west faults, is characterized
by rugged topography developedchieflyon theRawls basalt flows. In thesoutheastcornerCretaceousstrata
that dip to thenorth off theSolitariouplift formhogbacks andcuestas.
The Solitariouplift, initiated in late Cretaceous time, continued during the deposition of the Tertiary
volcanicseries which thins and wedgesagainst the dome. Uplift probably wasnotatauniformrate;aperiod
of markeduplift accompanied or followed shortly the intrusion of riebeckite soda rhyolite which forms
numerous hillsin the southeast part of the area.
The intrusivescontributedabundantlargeboulders to theconglomerateof theupper bedsof theTascotal
formation that lapon the slopesof the rhyolite hills. Bouldersof Caballosnovaculite and of black chert
suggestive of the Maravillas formationindicateanappreciablecontribution from the foldedPaleozoicrocks
that wereuncoveredby erosion of the Solitariocomplex.
Late Tertiary orogenicmovementsresultedincompressive forcesacting on thestructurally downwarped
Marfabasin in which theBuckHill volcanic series accumulated.The volcanic series was foldedin abroad
anticlinal structure, and the southwestward-dipping beds in the northern part of the quadrangle are the
west limb of this large structure. Uplift wasaccompanied or followedby normal faulting.
The igneous rocks of the Tascotal Mesa quadrangle arealkalic. Analcime and soda-richpyroxeneand
amphibole are characteristic. Bothextrusiveandintrusive rocks show a silica range from 46 to 73 per cent.
Quaternary deposits arerelated to the physiographic history of.the region; gravel-cappedpediments in
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The Tascotal Mesa quadrangle is in south-
eastern Presidio and southwestern Brewster
counties,Trans-Pecos Texas (Fig. 1). Bandera
Mesa and Tascotal Mesa are reached most
easily from Marfa, 50 miles north, by the
Marfa-Lajitasroad which traverses the quad-
rangle from north to south. Green Valley in
the northeastern part of the area is most
easily reached from Marfa by the 02 Ranch
road in Paradise Valley;an alternate route is
from Alpineby the Terlingua highway and the
02 Ranch road.
Scopeof Work
The geologic work in the Tascotal Mesa
quadrangle is part of a project of geologic
studies in southern Trans-Pecos Texas con-
ducted by the Bureau of Economic Geology,
The University of Texas. Workers in this
region include Goldich and Elms (1949) in the
Buck Hill quadrangle, Goldich and Seward
(1948) and Goldich, Elms, and Seward (1949)
in the Jordan Gap quadrangle,R. R.Bloomer
(Unpublished manuscript, 1949) in the Christ-
mas and Rosillos Mountains, Moon (1953)
in the Aqua Fria quadrangle, R. W. Graves
(Unpublished manuscript, 1949) in the Hood
Spring quadrangle, G. M. Stafford (Open-file
manuscript, 1952) in the Nine Point Mesa
quadrangle, W. N. McAnulty (Unpublished
manuscript, 1953) in the Cathedral Mountain
quadrangle,and C. C. Rix (Unpublished man-
uscript, 1953) in the ChinatiMountains. Lons-
dale (1940) studied and mapped the igneous
rocks of the Terlingua-Solitario region, and
with Ross A. Maxwell is preparing a report on
the geology of the BigBend NationalPark.
This investigation is primarily concerned
with a thick succession of volcanic tuff and
and related sediments with intercalated lava
flows whichGoldich and Elms (1949, p. 1143)
named theBuckHillvolcanicseries.Sixmonths
was spent in the field during the summer of
1949 and the spring of 1950. Mapping was
done on aerial photographs and later trans-
ferred to the U. S. Geological Survey topo-
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graphic quadrangle map (cd., 1944; surveyed
in co-operation with the War Department).
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Climate and Vegetation
The TascotalMesaquadrangle is inthe driest
climatic province of Texas. Daytime tempera-
Figure1.— IndexMap of Part of Trans-Pecos Texas
Showing Tascotal Mesa and adjacent quadrangles mapped as part of the West Texas project of the
Bureauof Economic Geology, The University of Texas:BuckHill,GoldichandElms (1949); Jordan Gap,Goldich and Seward (1948);Aqua Fria,Moon (1953).
Bureau of Economic Geology, The University
of Texas, and the writer is indebted to Dr.
John T. Lonsdale, Director, for this support
and for his personal interest inall phases of
the work. The laboratorywork was done inthe
Department of Geology and Mineralogy, and
thechemicalworkintheRock AnalysisLabora-
tory of the University of Minnesota. The
writer is indebted to Dr. S. S. Goldich for
suggestionsandusefulcriticism.DarwinCedar-
leaf assisted during the field season in 1949,
and Conrad Appledorn in 1950. Robert B.
Haynie was helpful in the identification of
tures oftenreach100°F. in thesummer months,
but the relativehumidity is usually below 10
per cent, and the nights are cool. The rains
come chiefly in July and August when short
thundershowers,many accompaniedby violent
winds, occur almost daily, 2-3 inches of rain
may fallwithina fewhours.
Various forms of cacti, yuccas, and other
hardy plants are common and show a close
relationship to rock type and topography.
Ocotillo grows on weathered flats and gentle
slopes,particularlyon the flows. Tuff outcrops
are commonly covered with the spiny lechu-
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guilla. Sagebrush and creosote bush are found
on the valleyflats, and catclaw growsnear the
waterways.Bunch grassis theprincipal natural
forage of the livestock and is abundant on
mesa topsif there is enoughrain.
Topographic Development
The topographyin the TascotalMesa quad-
rangle was largely developed by differential
erosion.Rock types and structure are the con-
trolling factors in the development of mesas
(Pis. 4, 5) in the northern two-thirds of the
quadrangle and of rugged hills and steep val-
leys in the southernthird.
Green Valley, which occupies the north-
eastern part of the quadrangle,has an altitude
of 3600-3700 feet. Igneous intrusives form
NeedlePeak (PL 4, fig. 2) and The Dike, two
prominent landmarks on this flat lowland.
Green Valley is drained by creeks that flow
eastward and join Terlingua Creek in Aqua
Fria quadrangle.
Facing Green Valley is the 700- to 800-foot
scarp of Bandera Mesa (PL 4, fig. 1), capped
by the resistant Mitchell Mesa rhyolitic tuff
flow that dips 2° SW. Small, intermittent
consequent streams follow the dip slope and
are captured by subsequent streams which
flow north and south and divert the drainage
into South Canyon. The scarpof the mesa has
also been breached by streams which flow
eastward to Green Valley and form Middle
andNorth canyons.
San Jacinto Mountain in the northwestpart
of the quadrangle is a basaltic intrusive that
rises700 feet above the levelofBanderaMesa.
La Viuda, 2% miles southwest of San Jacinto,
is a smaller intrusive.
The west-centralpart of the quadrangle is
occupied by Tascotal Mesa which rises ap-
proximately 800 feet above Bandera Mesa to
form the third major erosional level in the
quadrangle. The mesa is capped by a thick
series of basalt flows which are more resistant
than the underlying Tascotal tuff but which
weather more readily than the silicic tuff flow
capping Bandera Mesa. The Rawls flows on
TascotalMesa dip southwest,and thedrainage
is westward to Alamito Creek. A dendritic
drainage pattern is developed on the Rawls
basaltin contrast with themorelinear drainage
pattern on the rhyolitic tuff flow of Bandera
Mesa,reflecting the different weatheringquali-
ties of the two caprocks. The highest point on
the quadrangle,5184 feet abovesea level, is on
the scarp of TascotalMesa southof the center
of the quadrangle.
The porphyritic Rawls flows weather to ir-
regular scarps and steep slopes, whereas the
fine-grained nonporphyritic flows weather to
thin slabs which generally from gentle slopes
(PL 5, fig. 2). The alternation of porphyritic
and nonporphyritic flows produces a rugged
topographymarkedby many canyons, buttes,
and peaks.
Thereis agreattopographiccontrastbetween
the southern third and the rest of the quad-
rangle because the surfacerocks in thesouthern
part are chiefly Rawls basalt which have been
displaced along the east-west Tascotal Mesa
fault. Numerous small faults associated with
igneous intrusive masses further complicate
the structure and have influenced the topo-
graphic development. The major westward
drainage is Torneros Creek, whose course is
guided by the TascotalMesa fault. The east-
warddrainagethrough Alamode Cesario Creek
is guided by a secondary fault zone which
trends roughly east-west and which is thought
tobe related to the larger TascotalMesa fault.
The drainagedividebetweenthese two streams
is approximately along the 103°50' longitude
line (PL 1).
The Alazan Hills are dissected, plateaulike
remnants of flows capped by trachyandesite
porphyry. Steep-walled canyons characterize
the upper reaches of the creeks. La Mota
Mountain near the western boundary of the
quadrangle is a smaller plateaulike remnant
with very steep slopes. On the west side of
La Mota Mountain a large toreva block has
beendisplaced vertically about 200 feet. North-
west of La Mota Mountain is a symmetrical
domical uplift, the La Mota dome, which has
beenbreachedand eroded toa basin.Resistant
plugs of microsyenite and gabbro form small
spires in the basin.
The southeastern corner is the most rugged
and inaccessible part of the quadrangle. The
dip slope of Cretaceous rocks off the Solitario
uplift (PL 2, fig. 1) has been complicated by
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rhyolitic intrusives and by intricate faulting.
Steep hills formed by the intrusives rise to
altitudes approaching4900 feet.
Pediments
Pediments slopegentlyto the east away from
the receding scarps of Bandera and Tascotal
mesas. The largest "rock cut" surface beveled
the Duff and Pruett tuff in Green Valley and
marks a former base level of erosion in the
development of Green Valley.The pediment is
now being dissected by renewed active down-
cutting in the area. The pediment remnants
form prominent gravel-capped ridges in the
northeastern part of the quadrangle which
extend across Green Valley parallel to the
present drainage system. These ridges are 30
to 40 feet high and are capped with 3 to 5 feet
of unconsolidated gravels. Southward along
the eastern border of the quadrangle, the
pedimentis being dissectedbyPoint Drawand
its tributaries.To the south, the rim of Alamo
de Cesario canyon is capped with 15 feet of
pediment gravels,but alltraces ofthepediment
south of the canyon have beenremovedexcept
for anisolated, narrow, three-pronged,gravel-
cappedridgeof tuff on thenorthsideofTascotal
Mesa fault (PI. 1). This ridge is level with
the rim of Alamode Cesario canyon.
Smaller isolated pediments are forming on
Bandera Mesa south and northwest of Wire
Gap by the recession of the scarp of Tascotal
Mesa. The soft sand and tuff units below the
caprock weathereasily and promotesapping of
the caprock so that large blocks give way and
tumble to the bottomof the slope where they
disintegrate to a gruss. The writer believes
these pediments are the result primarily of
weathering and retreat of the mesa scarp by
marginal fragmentation, sapping, sheet wash,




A thick section of Cretaceous rocks, prin-
cipally limestone, is exposed in the southeast
corner of the quadrangle for approximately8
square miles. Along the south boundary of the
quadrangle the Cretaceous strata form the
northeastern flank of the Solitario uplift; dips
are high (20°-30°), and hogbacks aredeveloped
inthe thick-bedded limestones of theComanche
series (PL 2, fig. 1). North of the Solitario the
regional dip is 10° or less, and cuestas result
from the erosion of the Boquillas formation of
the Gulf Series. (PL 2, fig. 2).
The pattern of the Cretaceous strata is
complicatedby faults andby numerousrhyolitic
intrusives. The structural complications to-
gether with the rugged topography and general
inaccessibility of this part of the area have
limited the field studies of the Cretaceous
formations, and few reliable observations of
thicknesses could be made. It is estimated
that the Cretaceous rocks exposed in the quad-
rangle exceed 2500 feet in thickness (Table
1). The formations, from youngest to oldest,
differentiated on the geologic map(PL 1) are:
Boquillas limestone, Buda limestone, Grayson
clay,Devils River limestone, GlenRose lime-
stone.
Glen RoseLimestone
The single exposure of the Glen Rose lime-
stonein thequadrangle, on the southern bound-
ary,is best seen along the road that leads into
the Solitario.In the inner rim of the Solitario
basin the lowermost Cretaceous strata were
measured by Scott (1939, p. 985) who found
nearly 3000 feet for the Trinity section at
Fresno Peak on the southwest side of the
Solitario, approximately 5 miles south of the
quadrangleboundary.
Only the upperpart of the GlenRose occurs
in the Tascotal Mesa quadrangle. A 4-foot
thickness of hard, reddish-pink, siliceous lime-
stone, inbeds averaging 8 inches thick, marks
the top of the formation (Robert Haynie
personal communication, 1949). Hard, dark-
gray, fine-grained limestone alternates with
softer beds of marland marly limestone. Some
beds contain numerous Orbitolina texana; the
uppermost of these is 30 feet below the ledge-
forming, hard, siliceous limestone.
Weathering of the Glen Rose limestone is
influenced by widespaced joints. Exposures are
etchedand corrodedtoroughirregularsurfaces,




















ABLE .. —i rEOLOGIC ORMATIONS IN THE ASCOTAL ESA QUADRANGLE
Age Group and formation Thickness infeet (exposed) Correlation Lithology and remarksAlluvium 10± Valley fill and recent stream alluviumQuaternary Gravel 15± Pediment and high-level gravelsInterfingering flows and volcanic breccia rangingfrom basalt to trachybasalt and trachyandesiteRawls basalt 50-937 porphyry with intercalated tuff, sandstone, andconglomerate(Miocene?)
M beds, Vieja series, Square Peakvolcanic series, McCutcheon Sandstone and conglomerate member in upperpart; grades to massive conglomerate and fresh-water limestone facies laterally. Light-coloredTertiary > Tascotal tuff 797 volcanic series rhyolitic tuff in lower part(Oligocene) I Mitchell Mesa tuff-flow 0-70 Pink to gray rhyolitic tuff flowDuff; light-colored rhyolitic tuff with minor con-(Eocene?) Duff tuff glomerate and fresh-water limestone; intercalatedbasalt flows in upper part. Pruett; dull-coloredrhyolitic tuff with minor sandstone and con-2000±Pruett tuff glomerate. Contact uncertain.Alternating flaggy limestone and shale; calcareousGulf Boquillas 600± Eagle Ford shale predominant in upper partBuda 61 Buda Massive nodular limestoneGrayson -_ 65 Grayson Clay-shale with thin sandy limestone layersCretaceous Comanche GeorgetownKiamichiDevils River 500-600 Edwards Massive limestone with abundant chert nodulesWalnut-Comanche PeakMaxonGlen Rose 1500± Glen Rose Massive, dark-gray limestone
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development of solution furrows forms lapies
(Smith and Albritton,1941, p. 73).
DevilsRiverLimestone
Udden (1907a) gave the name Devils River
limestone tp thick-bedded, fine- to coarse-
grained limestone exposed along the Devils
River in Val Verde County. These beds are
equivalent to the Edwards and Georgetown
formations of central Texas. In the Shafter
districtRoss and Cartwright (1934, p. 596) in-
cludedbeds in the Devils River limestone that
originally were referred by Udden (1904) to
the Edwards and that weredescribedby him
to include the Comanche Peak, Edwards, and
Georgetownformations.Eifler (1943, p. 1626)
included the beds above the Maxon sandstone
and below the Del Rio (Grayson) formation
in the SantiagoPeak quadranglein the Devils
Riverlimestone.
The writer has mapped as Devils River
limestoneall thebeds above the GlenRoseand
belowthe Grayson.The sequence of alternating
hard,thick-beddedlimestone,softnodularlime-
stone, and marl is so similar in over-all ap-
pearance that subdivision inthe badly faulted
exposures seemed impractical. There are two
areas of outcrop; the smaller and more ac-
cessible one can be reached by the road to the
Solitario. At this locality about 135 feet of
marly limestone grading upward to limestone
is included in the lower part of the Devils
River. The marly beds, which probably are
equivalent to the Walnut and ComanchePeak
formations, contain numerousExogyra texana.
They are succeeded by 400-500 feet of thick-
bedded, fine-grained, gray to buff limestone
that locally contains abundant chert nodules.
Thebedsdipabout20°NW, andtheir truncated
surface is overlain by gently dipping flows of
the TertiaryRawls basalt.
The second and larger area of Devils River
limestone is in the southeastern corner of trie
quadrangle and is not readily accessible. The
outcrops here are largely the dip slope off the
Solitario uplift and represent the upper part
of the Devils River. Along the east boundary
remnants of the Grayson formationare capped
by Buda limestone, but the Devils River-
Grayson contact generally is covered by
slumped material.
The thickness of the beds mapped as Devils
River limestone isnot known. Adkins (1932,p.
346) gives 800 feet for the thickness of the
Edwards formation in the inner rim of the
Solitario.RobertHaynie(personalcommunica-
tion, 1950) states that the measured thickness
of the Georgetown limestone in Santa Elena
Canyon of the Rio Grande is 950 feet. It is
unlikely that these thicknesses are exceededin
the Tascotal Mesa area. The Kiamichi forma-
tion,between theEdwardsand theGeorgetown
in other areas, was not recognized in the
quadrangle.
GraysonClay
The Grayson (DelRio) is composedof light
greenish-yellow to yellow-brown calcareous
clay-shale with thinlayers of hard clayey and
calcareous sandstone. The latter commonly
contain abundantHaplostiche texana (Conrad).
In the southeasternpart of the quadrangle the
Grayson is repeatedlyexposedby smallnormal
faults. Except where protected by the over-
lying thick-bedded, resistant Buda limestone,
theGrayson is easilyeroded, and exposures are
typicallygentle slopesofhillsand ridges (PL 2,
fig. 2).
South of elevation 4038 the Grayson crops
out in gentle slopes beneath the Buda. Here
the formation is about 65 feet thick;colluvium
covers much of the slope and obscures the
lower contact. On the east boundary, about
three quartersof a mile northof the southeast
corner, the Grayson and Buda are exposed in
a 30-foot section of which the lower10-12 feet
is Grayson.The baseof the Buda is an oyster
shell bed, 4 inches thick, and the uppermost
bed of the Graysonisa laminated,light-yellow
clay,3 inches thick. The fine-grainedclaystone
is jointed and slickensided; the fractures are
marked by thin seams of dark reddish-brown
to purplish clay similar to that of the main
body except for color.
BudaLimestone
The thick-bedded, fine-grainedBuda is more
resistantand morepersistent cuesta-andridge-
formingunitthaneither theunderlyingGrayson
clay or the overlying flaggy limestone of the
Boquillas.The lowerlimestonebeds, 6 or more
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feet thick, form steep to vertical walls and
overhanging ledges (PI. 2, fig. 2) where the
underlying Grayson clay has been eroded.
Fresh, massive-appearing Buda is white to
gray, but it weathers to dark-gray nodular
forms. In many places the limestone is shat-
tered and weathered exposures have a rubble
of sharp angularpieces. The lighter color and
weatheringcharacteristic generally distinguish
it from the thick-bedded limestone of the
Devils River, but, where the two formations
are brought together along faults, the distinc-
tion is not always easilymade.South of eleva-
tion 4038 the Buda is: 61 feet thick, and this
thickness appears to be rather uniform in all
exposures.
The contact of the Buda limestone and
Grayson clay is wellexposedat the localityon
the eastborderof thequadrangle,threequarters
of amilenorthof the southeast corner wherea
4-inch bed of oyster-shell coquina marks the
base of the Buda. The shells are fragmentary
and broken, and the coquina probably is a
basal conglomerate. Locally smallpiecesof the
Grayson containing Haplostiche texana were
found in the lowermost beds of the Buda.
Although the Graysonand the Buda appear to
be concordant, their relations probably are
disconformable (Goldich and Elms, 1949, p.
1140). Theupper contactof the Buda generally
is covered withfloat derived from the weather-
ing of the overlyingBoquillas.It is well ex-
posed,however, ina canyon cut through these
formations in the vicinity of BM 4088. The
undulatingcontact (PL 3, fig. 1) is markedby
a change from the thick-bedded, fine-grained,
cream-coloredBuda to the thin-bedded,sandy
limestoneof the Boquillas.
The Budais fossiliferous and contains nauti-
loids, ammonites, gastropods, and pelecypods.
Fossils in the thick-bedded lower and upper
units are difficult to remove, and the middle
marlyunit yieldedlittleidentifiable material.
BoquillasFormation
The Boquillas is the youngest Cretaceous
formation exposed in the quadrangle. The
largest outcrop, arcuateinshape,ispart of the
Cretaceous dip slope and is 3 miles long and
aboutIJ4 mileswide.A smallerosionalremnant
of the Boquillas on the eastern boundary ex-
tends a short distance into the Aqua Fria
quadrangle and measures less than half a
mile across. Two smalloutcrops arerelated to
domicalstructures. An arcuate-shapedoutcrop
of Boquillas limestone that almost surrounds
a small intrusive of riebeckitesoda rhyolite is
believed to have been pushed up by the in-
trusive action. This outcrop is in a small
upthrown block approximately 1 mile south
of the Holland-Meriwether ranch house (near
BM4224).A symmetricaldomeof theBoquillas
surrounded by Tertiary tuff beds occurs three
quartersof a milenorth of the TascotalMesa
faultnear the easternborderof the quadrangle.
A maximum thickness of 600 feet is esti-
matedfor the Boquillas formation inTascotal
Mesa quadrangle.Thelowerbedsof theBoquil-
las are wellexposedinthe creek nearBM 4088
(PI. 3, fig. 1). Thin-bedded, fine-grainedlime-
stone persists up from the base for about 65
feet with a relativelyminor amount of inter-
bedded calcareous shale.Higherin the section,
thicker beds of limestone become numerous,
and the amount of calcareous shale gradually
increases.
Plate 2.— CRETACEOUS FORMATIONS
Figure 1. Solitario Uplift
Steeply dippingLower Cretaceous limestones on the northeast flank of the Solitario.
Figure 2. Grayson-Buda Contact
Clay slope of the Grayson formation cappedby ledge of thick-beddedBuda limestone.
Plate 3.— BOQUILLAS FORMATION
Figure 1. Buda-Boquillas Contact
Thick-bedded nodular Buda limestone overlain by flaggy Boquillas limestone. In canyon at BM 4088.
Figure 2. Basal Pruett Conglomerate



















Tascotal Formation and Rawls Basalt
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The Boquillas is well exposed in the canyon
east of Hill 4220 and south of the Solitario
fault. Inthe lower partof this section the beds
dip 11° N.,but to the north, in the vicinity of
the fault, the dip increases to 34°. Imprints of
Inoceramusare numerousin the Boquillaslime-
stone exposed in the canyon south of the
Solitario fault. Fragments of a fish with well-
preserved teethand jawwere collected from the
outcrop around the small rhyolite intrusive
south of the Holland-Meriwetherranch house.
The upper contact of the Boquillas is an
erosion surface overlain by different rocks of
the Buck Hill volcanic series. At Hill 3837,
north of the Tascotal Mesa fault, limestone-
pebble conglomerate of the Pruett restson the
Boquillas.In the area of the largest Boquillas
outcrop, the formationis overlainbyrelatively
thin beds of the upper Tascotal conglomerate
capped by flows of the Rawls basalt. On the
east slope of Hill 4850 the Boquillas is over-
lain by the upper conglomerate member of the
Tascotal formation.
Tertiary System
Buck Hill Volcanic Series
TheBuck Hillvolcanic series was namedby
Goldich and Elms (1949,p. 1133) for outcrops
in the Buck Hill quadrangle (Fig. 1). The
succession of tuff, sandstoneand conglomerate,
breccia, fresh-water limestone, and intercalated
lava flows was divided intoa lower tuff forma-
tion, the Pruett, 900-1000 feet thick; and an
upper tuff, the Duff, 1000-1400 feet thick.
Separating the Pruett and the Duff are the
Cottonwood Spring basalt flows, 50-325 feet
thick.
Capping the Duff tuff on Mitchell Mesa in
the northwestern corner of the Buck Hill
quadrangle is a silicic rock that Goldich and
Elms named the Mitchell Mesa rhyolite. This
rock is genetically related to the welded tuffs
or ignimbritesandishere referred toasMitchell
Mesa tuff flow.
The younger tuff beds that rest on the
MitchellMesa tuff flow and the flows that cap
these rocks west and southwest of the Buck
Hillquadrangle were included by Goldich and
Seward (1948) in the Buck Hillvolcanic series.
The tuff beds are wellexposedin the scarp of
TascotalMesa and so werenamed the Tascotal
formation. The flows were named the Rawls
basalt for theRawls ranch on the mesa.
The Pruett formation crops out in Green
Valley (PL 1). The Duff formation, with un-
named intercalated basalt flows in the upper
part, is exposed in the scarp ofBandera Mesa
and trends northwest across the northern two-
thirds of the area. In the present mapping,
however, it was not practicable to map the
contact between the two formations in Green
Valley because of the lack of differentiating
criteriaand because somuch of GreenValleyis
covered withgravel andalluvium.
The Mitchell Mesa tuff flow caps Bandera
Mesa and isoverlain in the central and western
parts of the quadrangleby theTascotal forma-
tion. At the type locality, Wire Gap (PL 5,
Plate 4.— DUFF FORMATION
Figure 1. Duff Tuff in Scarp of Bandera Mesa
Duff formation cappedwith Mitchell Mesa tuff flow below elevation4475 in Green Valley. Dark layer
near top of section consists of three basalt flows, 72 feet thick.
Figure 2. South Canyon, Bandera Mesa
Upperpart of the Duff formation cappedby Mitchell Mesa tuff flow. Microsyenitedike forming Needle
Peak inGreen Valleyinbackground.
Plate S.— TASCOTAL FORMATION AND RAWLS BASALT
Figure 1. TascotalFormationat Wire Gap
Type sectionof the Tascotalformation, 800 feet thick, cappedby Rawlsbasalt porphyry. Mitchell Mesa
tuff flow in foreground.
Figure 2. Tascotal Formation and Rawls Basalt
Upper sandstone-conglomeratemember of theTascotal formationoverlainby 338 feet ofRawls basalt.
View from highway, looking northwest at southern end of Tascotal Mesa.
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fig.1), the Tascotal formationis dividedinto a
lower sandy tuff member and an upper tuffa-
ceous sandstone and conglomerate member,
but these are not shown separately on the
map. In the southern part of the quadrangle
where vthe volcanic series thins and wedges
against the Solitariouplift, the upper member
grades to thick,coarse conglomerateand fresh-
water limestone.This faciesis differentiated on
the map (PL 1).
The writer divides the Rawls basalt flows
into four types; trachybasaltporphyry, basalt,
trachyandesiteporphyry, and volcanic breccia
(PL 1). The various units of the Buck Hill
volcanic series are summarized in Table 1.
The aggregate thickness of approximately3800
feet of the Tertiary volcanic succession is
progressivelyexposed from northeast to south-
west in the TascotalMesa quadrangle.
PruettFormation
The gray to reddish-brown tuff, tuffaceous
sandstone, and conglomerate of the Pruett
formationexposedinthe bedsof Crystal Creek,
DogieCreek, Point Draw,and unnamedinter-
mittent streams can be traced eastward into
the Aqua Fria quadrangle whereMoon (1953)
mapped the basal conglomerate. The regional
dip is l°-3° SW., and, although the alluvial
cover in Green Valley obscures the structural
relationships,a minimumthicknessof theorder
of 2000 feet is indicated for the tuff beds be-
tween the basal conglomerate, 5-6 miles to
the east in the Aqua Fria quadrangle,and the
Mitchell Mesa tuff flow on Bandera Mesa.
This thickness corresponds to the combined
thickness of the Pruett andDuff formations in
the type area to the northeast.
Gray to brownand reddish-brown tuff with
some beds of calcareous, medium-grained to
conglomeraticsandstone areexposedinCrystal
Creek. The tuff is well stratifiedinbeds up to
1 foot thick and has a well-developed joint
system. The more prominent set of joints
trendsN.3o°-35°W. Weathering results innod-
ular forms that arecharacteristic of thePruett.
Two fossil localities which yield large low-
spired,fresh-water snails are indicated onPI. 1.
The first is an exposure of tuff in a small hill
just north of the old Cotter ranch housenorth
ofNeedle Creek; the second is in an old stone
corralabout \}i miles west, on the south side
of the creek. At both localities the poorly
preserved snails appear to be similar. Un-
identifiable bone fragments were found with
the snails in the sandy tuff in the old corral.
Above the tuff is cross-bedded, crudely ripple-
markedsandstoneandconglomeratic sandstone
in which white tuff fragments contrast sharply
with the dark reddish-brown matrix. These
beds are mapped as undifferentiated Pruett-
Duff (PL 1). The snail-bearingbeds at the
CotterrancharemappedasPruett,butpositive
identification is not possible, and they may be
equivalent of either the Pruett or the Duff
formationsto the north.
Duff Formation
TheDuff formationin the scarp of Bandera
Mesa in thenortheasternpartof thequadrangle
is dominantly thick-bedded, fine-grained,varie-
grated tuff. Colors range from light gray to
buff, brown, pink, and red. Locally the tuff is
sandy, grading to tuffaceous sandstone, con-
glomeraticsandstone, and boulder conglomer-
ate.The mostpersistent conglomeratebeds are
nearthe topofthe formation.The tuff is chiefly
rhyoliticglassinvarious stagesofalterationand
is similar to the beds in the northern parts of
the Buck Hilland Jordan Gap quadrangles
(Goldichand Elms, 1949,p.1610),but in sev-
eral respects the Duff in the Tascotal Mesa
quadranglediffers from the formation farther
north. The beds commonly are calcareous, and
thereare layersoffresh-waterlimestoneaswell
as intercalated basalt flows in the upper part
whichhave not been found ineither the Jor-
dan Gap or BuckHillquadrangles.
Three sections of the Duff beds weremeas-
ured in the scarp of Bandera Mesa, and these
give many of the lithologic details. A section,
764 feet thick, was measured with the plane




Mitchell Mesa tuff flow
(19) Rhyolitic tuff flow withiridescent feldspar
and quartz crystals in fine-grained
groundmass 11
Duff formation
(18) Covered interval,probably tuff 53
(17) Tuff, chalky white, fine-grained, speckled,
sandy, massive; pitted and weathered




(16) Tuff, sandy and conglomeratic with large
calcareous tuff concretions; upper part
fine- to medium-grained tuff in succes-
sive recedingbenches 4-6 feet thick.Tops
of benches are hard calcareoustuff layers
about 2 feet thick; weathers to earthy
mud-flow slopes. Lower part sandy and
conglomeratic with local lenses of lime-
stone, and cherty limestone cobbles, and
felsitic igneous pebbles.Lenses about 4
inches thick 68
(15) Basalt intercalations
Basalt flow No. 3: black, fine-grained,
amygdaloidal, green-stained; calcite fill-
ings; weathers spheroidally 30
Basalt flow No. 2: black, fine-grained,
locally stained green; well-developedflow
brecciaat top; weathersspheroidally. ... 11
Basalt flow No. 1: dark-green, fine-
grained, vesicular; thick flow breccia at
with numerous 3l
top quartz fillings(14) Tuff, white to buff, conglomeratic to fine-
grained; upper part massive, thick-
bedded, fine-grained; baked hard, red
at contact with overlying flow; lower
part well stratified, chalky white, black-
speckled,hard,locally conglomeratic .... 11
(13) Conglomerate, conglomeratic sandstone,
and sandstone, reddish-brown, poorly
stratified, poorly sorted; base is con-
glomeratic with pebbles of tuff, por-
phyritic felsites, fossiliferous limestone,
black chert, red vesicular basalt frag-
ments; grades to thin, cross-bedded
lenses of medium-grained, buff, calcare-
ous sandstone; upper 10 feet hard, mas-
sive conglomerate withboulders up to 15
inches in cliff former 14
diameter;(12) Tuff, variegated, light-gray, buff and
pink, fine-grained, numerous tuffaceous
limestone concretions up to 1 inch in
diameter; massive beds, 2-10 feet thick,
separated by buff, earthy, soft tuff.
86
Forms massive,sheer cliff(11) Tuff, light-gray, fine-grained, contain-
ing numerous gray limestone concretions
up to 6 inches in diameter; mottled tuff
breccia near top with light-gray cal-
careous matrix containing angular pink
tuff to 1inchin 35
fragmentsup
length....(10) Tuff, salmon-red, fine-grained, three 6-
inch conglomeratic layers near top with
piecesof tuffand felsites,}£-}i inch long;
thin-bedded, weathers to irregular slope
withmany ledges 20
(9) Tuff, calcareous, massive, buff to light-
gray, fine-grained, forms steep cliff with
pittedsurface 106
(8) Tufi, in part calcareous, variegated pink
and light gray; base marked by hard 4-
inch bed of fine-grained white, black-
speckled tuff, weathersgray; upper part
sandy, weathers to irregular slopes of
largenodular forms 29
(7) Tuff, sandy, buff, fine-grained, black-
speckled, massive, weathers with steep
faces; two pink, hard, calcareous tuff
bandsin theupper part 52
(6) Tuff, calcareous, alternating light pink
and light gray with occasional purple
Thickness
(feet)
bands, thin- to thick-bedded;purplebands
finely fractured with yellow-green altera-
tion alongfractures; weathers to irregular
nodular pieces; thicker calcareous beds
weatherspheroidally 60
(5) Tuff, variegated pink and light gray,
massive, cut by small clastic dikes;pitted
surface; weathers to small irregular
pieces 21
(4) Tuff, in part calcareous, predominantly
pink with few gradational light-gray
bands; calcareous beds hard and concre-
tionary 7
(3) Coveredinterval,probably tuff 42
(2) Tuff, calcareous, variegated pink to light
gray, fine-grained; morecalcareous strata
stand out prominently in thick massive
beds, less calcareous tuffs occupy slopes
between 38
(1) Coveredinterval,probably tuff, to floor
of Green Valley 24
Total thickness measured 764
The upper Duff beds were measured in the
first canyon north of Middle Canyon, on the
spur that forms the west wallof the creek just
north of the SeminoleTrail.A basaltflow caps
the spur, and the main bed of conglomerate,
here 15 feet thick, is 146 feet below the baseof
the flow.Tuff and conglomeratebeds aggregate
254 feet in this section.
In the northwest wallof South Canyon at a
point opposite the debouchment of the north-
westward-flowing tributary, 22 feet of con-
glomerate is exposedat the baseof the section
in the stream bed. Ten feet above the top of
the conglomerate is a basalt flow, 22 feet
thick. About half way up the slope 4 feet of
limestone, inbeds about4 inches thick, forms a
resistantledge (PL 4, fig. 2).
The conglomerate beds in the upper part of
the Duff are lenticular; the bed which occurs
88 feet below the caprock in South Canyon is
not found to the north below elevation 4475
where the first prominent conglomerate is 219
feet below the tuff flow. Coarse red conglom-
erate, approximately 50 feet thick, is the
caprock of the small butte east of Smugglers
Gap about 300 feet below the levelof Bandera
Mesa. The cobbles and boulders in this con-
glomerateinclude limestone, cherty limestone,
marble, quartzite, black chert, epidote rock,
riebeckite felsite, trachyte, scoria, vesicular
and amygdaloidalandesite or basalt, and tuff
pieces. The conglomerate is underlain by a
basalt flow and tuff beds in which, near the
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baseof the hill,are beds of hard, fine-grained,
white, tuffaceous limestone.
In the southeastern part of Bandera Mesa
and in the north walls of Alamo de Cesario
canyon a red conglomerate marks the top of
the Duff formation. The conglomerate, up to
50 feet thick, ispoorly sortedwith arange from
small pebbles to boulders 2 feet in diameter.
The base of the conglomerate commonly ex-
hibits a well-developedscour-and-fillstructure.
Channels scoured in the tuff beds are filled
with gravel showing cross-lamination, with a
concentration of larger cobbles in the troughs.
An unusual conglomerate developedon the
northeast flank of the Solitario uplift was de-
scribed by Moon (1953, p. 182) in the Aqua
Fria quadrangle. The poorly sorted conglom-
erate has a yellow, calcareous, sandy cement,
and "yellowconglomerate"used by Moon is a
convenient name for reference. This conglom-
erate was traced from the Aqua Fria quadran-
gle along the Tascotal Mesa fault to South
Fork in the TascotalMesaquadrangle.A max-
imum thickness of about 50 feet is developed
on the easternboundary. Moon describedone
localityinthe AquaFria area wherea "welded
tuff" of rhyolitic composition is included in
the conglomerate. Similar relations exist in
the Tascotal Mesa quadrangle, half a mile
east of Hill 4202, where the writer mapped
the "welded tuff" as the Mitchell Mesa rhyo-
lite tuff flow. The yellow conglomerate is a
local lentil in part older and in part younger
thanthe tuff flow.
Basalt flows were mapped at two horizons
in the Duff formation(PL 1). One lower flow,
200-300 feet below the rim of Bandera Mesa,
east of Smugglers Gap, is a dark-gray, fine-
grained basalt with a well-developed friction
breccia at the base. This flow has a maximum
thickness of about SO feet, and its outcrop is
about 2 miles in length. The upper basalt
intercalations are much more extensive and
can be followed in the scarp from a point 2%
miles southeast of Smugglers Gap northwest-
ward to a point south of North Canyon near
the north boundary.
The flows at the upper level are variable in
number. In the measured section at elevation
4475 (PI. 4, fig. 1) three flows total 72 feet in
thickness. Vesicular and amygdaloidal zones
at the topsand frictionbreccias at the bottoms
are characteristic. Only one flow, 20-25 feet
thick, is present inMiddle Canyon and South
Canyon.
In thin section the flows are fine-grained,
diabasic olivine basalt and trachybasalt. The
rock consists of small slender laths of labra-
dorite, 60-70 per cent, with intersertal olivine,
augite, and magnetite-ilmenite. Hydrothermal
alteration formed much serpentine, hematite,
secondarymagnetite, and calcite.
Pruett-DuffBeds
The outcrops between the Tascotal Mesa
fault and the north rim of Alamo de Cesario
canyon are designated Pruett-Duff. This area
is a westwardextensionof the Devil's Grave-
yard of the Aqua Fria quadrangle and is a
desolate and barren badlands. The scarp of
Alamode Cesario canyon is composedof varie-
gated, light-pink to light-gray, nodular, cal-
careous tuff withminor coarse,light-gray,cross-
beddedsandstone. AtHill3837 nearthe eastern
boundary,a conglomerate similarto the typical
basalPruett conglomeratelaps unconformably
on the dissected surface of a smallstructural
dome in the Boquillas limestone. The con-
glomerate (PL 3, fig. 2) is made up of well-
rounded pebblesand cobbles of limestone with






(7) Tuff, calcareous, brown, soft, bentonitic;
weathers to gentle slopes 12
(6) Limestone, tuffaceous, light gray, fine-
grained, well-bedded,brown on weathered
surface 3
(5) Tuff, sandy, light gray, flaky; weathers to
mud-cracked, sandy, clayey slopes 36
(4) Limestone, brown, fine-grained 3
(3) Sandstone, light gray, medium-grained,
1
conglomeratic
(2) Conglomerate, well-rounded, dark gray and
gray limestone pebbles and cobbles most
abundant; black chert pebbles few; igneous
pebbles wanting 9
Boquillas limestone
(1) Limestone, yellowish-gray, thin-bedded,
silty.To base of sectionincreek bed 13
Total thicknessmeasured 77
Mitchell Mesa Tuff-flow
The Mitchell Mesa tuff flow covers about
35 squaremilesofBanderaMesa.Smallpatches
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of the tuff flow crop out south of the rim of
Bandera Mesa as remnants on small hills.
There are two other minor areas of outcrop;
the larger of these is the thinribbonof "rhyo-
lite" which parallels Tascotal Mesa fault on
the downthrown side near the eastern border
of the quadrangle.To the south, in the creek
bed on the northwest side of Hill 4850, a
rhyolitic rock very similar to typical Mitchell
Mesa tuff flow forms a small fault block which
has beendroppeddown against Boquillaslime-
stone.
The "rhyolite" is resistant to erosion and
exhibits well-developedcolumnar jointing. It
has a pinkish tobluish-gray and whiteground-
mass with numerous pyramidal quartz and
opalescent,tabular feldsparcrystals. The fresh
rock is fine-grained and breaks withan even
fracture. The weatheredrock is greasy black
to reddish brown and commonly is pitted or
cavernous. The weathered surface usually is
rough due to the protuberance of quartz and
feldspar crystals which aremore resistant than
the matrix. Locally the matrix is vesiculated
and in a few localities exhibits flow structure
around inclusions. Both the inclusions and
vesiculatedpatches tend to be elongated.
Theupperandlower contactsof the tuff flow
commonly aremarked by a soft, soapy,bento-
nitic clay containing quartz and feldspar
crystals and retaining the texture of the fresh
rock. The clayeymaterialrepresents weathered
zones from a few inches to 18 inches thick,
ranging from white to pink and green. The
clay is not an ancient soil but resulted from
chemical alteration of the glassy groundmass
following deposition of the overlyingTascotal
formation.TheTascotalbeds weredepositedon
a hummocky erosion surface of the Mitchell
Mesa tuff flow, and it is unlikely that con-
ditions favoredpreservationof the soft bento-
nitic clay on the surface. The developmentof
the clay at the base of the formationlikewise
precludessurface weathering.
Along the TascotalMesa fault in the south-
eastern part of the quadrangle, the tuff flow
strikes westanddips 70° S. At the contactwith
the underlyingyellow conglomerate is an 18-
inch layer of decomposed rhyolite. The fresh
rock differs from the typical tuff flow in that
it is softer and feels distinctly ashy orgritty.
The maximum thickness of tuff flow in
TascotalMesa quadrangle,60-70 feet, is inthe
rim ofNorth Canyon at thenorthern border of
the quadrangle. The sheet thins to the south
and is only 24 feet thick in thesoutheastrim of
BanderaMesa.
In thin section, the MitchellMesa rhyolitic
tuff flow consists of a fine-grained matrix of
glass shards and their devitrificationproducts,
and crystals of anorthoclase (2V = 40°) and
quartz. Magnetite and apatite are accessory
minerals. Alteration and secondary products
include hematite, leucoxene, calcite, and chal-
cedonic quartz. The anorthoclase crystals are
embayedand rounded; faint gridironstructure
canbe detected.
Tascotal Formation
Description.— At the type section at Wire
Gap (PL 5, fig.1) theTascotalformationis 797
feet thick and is divided into two members, a
lowermember of tuff and sandy tuff beds and
anupper member of sandstone,tuffaceoussand-
stone, and conglomerate. A section was meas-




(26) Trachybasalt porphyry (Trbp), dark
brownishgray,porphyriticwithoccasional
stubby plagioclase phenocrysts; lower 2
feet vesicular and amygdaloidal with
fillings of chalcedony and calcite; base is
reddishbrownandropy.To top of mesa. 60
(25) Tuff, sandy, pumiceous, some1- to2-inch
beds almost entirely light-green pumice;
color changes fromgrayishbrownthrough
yellow brown to bakedred at the contact
with overlying flow; weathers irregularly
to alternating small ledges and slopes.
The ledges have a greater abundance of
pumice 49
(24) Conglomerateandcoarsesandstone,alter-
nating, well beddedranging from 6-inch
layer of sandstone to 2-footlayers of con-
glomerate; middle conglomerate is dark
brown containing many vesicular flow
fragments; forms ledge 8
(23) Tuff, sandy, fine-grained, brown, with
scattered light-green pumice fragments
up to 3 inches long; weathers to thinly
laminatedshaly appearance 2
(22) Sandstone, soft, buff, conglomeratic with
scattered igneous pebbles; weathers to
soft, irregular slope makingbedding 12
(21) Trachybasalt porphyry, dark gray, por-
phyritic, withnumerousplagioclase laths;
weatherstobrown resinous appearance in
which light plagioclase phenocrysts are
conspicuous; surface disintegrates ir-
regularly to small angular fragments ap-





proximately 1 inch in diameter. Forms
massive, dark-brown, sheer cliff 65
(Thickness of Rawls basalt 196 feet)
forms; forms massive steep-faced ledges
about 25 feet high in sharp contrast to
soft, gentle-sloped unitsabove and below 46
(7) Sandstone, tuffaceous, soft, poorly ce-mented, brownish gray, fine-grained to
locally coarse-grained; weathers to soft
sandy, gentle slopes; middle 25 feet well
indurated 71
Tascotal formation
Upper sandstone and conglomerate member
(20) Coveredinterval; probably sandy tuff... 30
(19) Tuff breccia, soft, crumbly, light gray,
contains tuff fragments, weathered pum-
ice, feldspar crystals 5 Lower tuff member
(18) Conglomerate and coarse sandstone, al-
ternating; contains well-rounded pebbles 28
(6) Tuff, sandy, light gray,forms gentleslopes
with some irregularly spaced ledges 3-4
feet thick; weathers to small roughly
rounded, scaly, nodular pieces; more re-
sistant ledges form boulder nodules; bed-
ding fairly well developed with right-
angle jointing system striking N.27°W.
and N.7O°E 113
(17) Tuff, sandy, pumiceous, light gray 2
(16) Conglomerate and coarse sandstone, al-
ternating,light graytobuff; conglomerate
beds usually not over 2 feet thick, with
somebeds of coarse sand 4-6 feet thick;
pebbles andcobbles similar tounit No. 13 20
(15) Conglomerate, predominantly cobbles,
roughly bedded, cemented with coarse
sand, forms prominent ledge; cobbles
roughly concentratedin 2-inch to 1-foot
parallelbands;many flat cobbles oriented
parallelto thebeddingplane;igneous cob-
bles predominate,chiefly trachyte, ande-
site, vesicular basalt; phanerites scarce.
Sedimentary cobbles chiefly light-gray
chert and well-rounded, flattened crys-
talline limestone 5
(5) Tuff, sandy, light gray, fine-grained,
thick-bedded, forms ledges 5-6 feet
thick in steplike fashion; weathers to
large, roughly rounded pieces; jointed in
samemanner as unit No. 6 31
(4) Tuff, sandy, poorly cemented, light gray;
forms uniform gentle slope; weathers to
flaky, spalled surface 37
(3) Tuff, sandy, variegated light gray, and
red, well stratified; becomes increasingly
morered toward 60
(14) Sandstone, tuffaceous, soft,buff, contains
few thin conglomeratic lenses 2-3 inches
thick. Upper 6 feet hard and fritted on
surface; weathers to soft slope covered
with talus 25
top(2) Tuff, light gray, thin-bedded with local
massive beds, fine- to medium-grained;
thin beds weather to typical tabular
flags 37
(1) Coveredinterval, tuff bedsaway from line
of section to top of Mitchell Mesa rhyo-
lite tuff flow 13
(Thickness of Tascotalformation797
feet)
(13) Conglomerate, light gray to buff; con-
siderablerange in size, well-roundedpeb-
bles,cobbles, boulders of igneous felsites,
scoria, chert, hard tuff fragments; ce-
mentedwithcoarse tuffaceous sand;many
fiat pieces roughly oriented in parallel
alignment; moderately stratified within-
terbedded and lensing coarse sand layers;
faintly cross-bedded; variable thickness
laterally due to channeling. One scoria
boulder 15 inches ingreatest diameter. . 10
(Note: Line of section for remainder of
Tascotal tuff is offset 200 yards north)
Total thickness measured 993
Lower tuff member.— -The lower tuff member,
291 feet thick at Wire Gap, consists of light-
gray to pink, sandy tuff with some small dis-
continuous lenses of conglomerateat the base.
Locally the tuff is coarse-grainedand speckled
withbiotiteflakes. The bedsarepredominantly
thin and weather to tabular blocky pieces.
At Wire Gap local thick beds are channel
fillings; the thick beds cut abruptly across the
thin strata giving the impression of faulting,
but the beds above are undisturbed.
(12) Sandstone, soft, poorly cemented, fine-
grained, buff; weathers to soft, treach-
erous slopein upper 20 feet; lower part
more tuffaceous and forms vertical ledge
with pitted surface; beds thick, massive,
but bedding planes masked by disin-
tegration on surface 36
(11) Sandstone, tuffaceous, soft, buff, becom-
ing light gray near top; disintegrates to
fine sand on surface; massive, pre-
dominantly thick-bedded. Interbedded
conglomeratic sands 1foot thick occur at
25- to 30-foot intervals; weathers to
steep, smooth slopes 194
The contact with the underlying Mitchell
Mesa tuff flow is poorly exposed in the type
sectionbut is clearly exposednorthwestofWire
Gap along a small normal fault southeast of
BM 4075. The top of the rhyolitic tuff flow is
a soft, bentonitic clay with numerous quartz
and feldspar crystals preserving the original
textureof the rock.The base of the Tascotalis
a soft, crumbly conglomeratic sand containing
fragments derived from the underlying tuff
flow.A section was measured.
(10) Tuff breccia-conglomerate, distinctive
pink and white weatheredpumice frag-
ments, few scattered hard tuff pieces;
forms steplike benches about 3 feet
thick 10
(9) Sandstone, tuffaceous, soft, light gray,
fine-grained; weathers to smoothmassive
gentle slope; bedding obliterated 24






(6) Tuff, light gray,medium-grained, sandy;
weathers to 2- to 4-inch slabs 2.5
(5) Tuff, soft, cream-colored, bentonitic,
crumbles 5.0
easily
(4) Tuff, light gray, sandy, hard; contains
whitetuff pieces; locallystainedgreen.... 5.0
(3) Tuff, bentonitic, chocolate brown near
base to light gray near top; contains soft
soapy greenbentonite pieces 6.5
(2) Tuff, conglomeratic, red, contains white
tuff pieces 0.3
Mitchell Mesa tuff-flow
(1) Clay, bentonitic,soft, soapy,brown,with
quartz andglassy feldspar crystals 1.5
Total thickness measured 20.8
The lower part of the Tascotal formationis
fairly uniform throughout the quadrangle, but
there is considerablevariationin the thickness
and coarseness of the conglomerate near the
base. One thousand feet south of elevation
3869 in the small creek at the eastern edge of
the northwest rectangle a thick basal con-
glomerate contains boulders of syenite, vesic-
ular basalt, and riebeckite rhyolite, up to 3
feet indiameter.Approximately0.4 mile west
across awidestreambedand on the north side
of the road, the conglomerate contains abun-
dantriebeckiterhyolite cobbles in a sandy red
matrix.t i .
Upper sandstone and conglomeratemember.—
At Wire Gap, the upper sandstone and con-
glomerate member of the Tascotal formation,
506 feet thick, consists of soft sandstone, tuf-
faceous sandstone, and conglomerate. There is
considerable channeling, lensing, and cross-
bedding. The conglomerates consist of well-
roundedpebbles, cobbles and boulders of fel-
sites, scoria, chert, hard tuff fragments, and
limestone. At the southern end of Tascotal
Mesa west of the Marfa-Lajitasroad, a poorly
sorted, massive, and welHndurated conglom-
erate contains black ribbon chert and white
novaculite derived from the Maravillas chert
and Caballos novaculite formations of Or-
dovician and Devonian age.These rock types
disappearto thenorthand werenot foundin the
upper conglomerate at Wire Gap. One boulder
of novaculite measured 1 foot in diameter.
Gray to greenish-blue riebeckite rhyolite, red
and yellow jasper, limestonepebbles and cob-
bles, andhard, whitemarblepiecesarepresent.
Silicic felsites, up to 1 foot in diameter, are
abundant. On the average,the pieces are sub-
rounded to subangular; however, limestone
pebbles and cobbles are well rounded. AJew
basaltic flowpieces werenoted. The cementing
materialis calcium carbonate.
The massive, thick conglomerate is cut by
the major fault which strikes northwest across
the face of the southern end of the mesa.
Because this unit is a local development ad-
jacent to the Solitario, it must have been de-
rived from the uplift, which indicates that this
great dome was a structural high being eroded
during the deposition of the upper Tascotal.
Associated with the conglomerate beds at this
locality is fresh-water limestone, marking the
first appearance of limestone in the Tascotal
formation. Silicified plant stems found in tuf-
faceouslimestoneabove the conglomeratewere
examinedby Mr. RolandBrown of the U. S.
GeologicalSurvey who madethismemorandum
(January25, 1950):
"Fine striationsand fluting on the stemlike speci-
mens in this sample indicate that the specimens
represent remains of plants, but whether grasses,
sedges, or other kinds, is not determinable.Little
ornocellularstructure canbe seenincross-sections,
the replacement by silica being practically com-
plete."
East of the Marfa-Lajitasroad, the Tascotal
thins appreciably,and limestonebecomesrela-
tively more abundant. In the northwestcorner
of the southeast rectangle, a sectionmeasured





(6) Basalt flows to top ofhill 407
Tascotal formation
(5) Tuff breccia, dark brown, baked hard and
brittle,pops apart whenstruck with ham-
mer 11
(4) Limestone, light yellow, medium-grained,
sugary-textured, flaggy; beds average1 to
4 inches thick;weathers gray 72
(3) Limestone, light yellow, medium-grained,
lower part bedded grading into soft,





piecesup to8 inches indiameter; limestone
cobbles up to 4 inches; soda rhyolite
bouldersup to 1foot; andpieces of tuff... 3
(1) Tuff, sandy, medium-grained; to creek
bottom 2
Thickness of Tascotal beds 93
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Between the Tascotal Mesa fault and the
Aqua Fria Trail, the upper member consists
of fresh-water limestone and conglomerate.In
all exposures examined the conglomerate con-
tains abundant black chert, novaculite, lime-
stone, andsilicic felsites.The conglomeratesare
interbedded with yellow, thin-bedded (1-2
inch) clayey limestone which, resembles the
upperpart of the Boquillas.
Fresh-waterlimestoneis less abundant to the
south and is not present in the upper member
south of the Augua Fria trail; massive con-
glomerate is the chief rock type and is well
exposed south of Hill 4850 where boulder
conglomerate rests on a Boquillaserosion sur-
face.Huge blocks of Glen Rose (?) limestone
and rhyolite up to 8 feet indiameter as well
as 3- to 4-foot Boquillas flags are abundant.
Thelargerhyoliteblocks werederived from the
intrusive of Hill 4850. This fact coupled with
the absence of any basaltic flow pieces in the
conglomerate offers convincing evidence that
the rhyolite intrusives antedate the upper
Tascotal beds and the Rawls basalt flows.
A similar relationship exists around the
smallintrusive hill1milesouth of theHolland-
Meriwether ranch house (west of BM 4224)
where the Boquillasis domed by an intrusion
of rhyolite.In the creek bed on the west side
of the hill, the Boquillas is overlain concord-
antly by a hard, fine-grained, thick-bedded,
fresh-water limestone.Both the Boquillas and
the fresh-water limestone dip 12° off the hill.
A single specimen of a fossil snail resembling
Helix hesperarche was found inthe fresh-water
limestone. Below the exposure of the fresh-
water limestone, a 50-foot thickness of coarse
conglomerate laps on the domed Boquillas
beds and encircles the hill. Locally derived
pieces of the Boquillas limestoneare abundant
at the base of the conglomerate. Large cobbles
of Caballos novaculite and of black chert are
numerous, but particularly instructive are the
abundant large pieces of rhyolite which were
derived from the intrusive. The conspicuous
absence of basaltic pieces in the conglomerate
leaves little doubt that the conglomerate is
older than the Rawls basalt with which it is
faulted into juxtaposition.
The beds of fresh-water limestone at this
locality are aremnant of theTertiarybeds that
at one time rested on the Boquillasand that
formed part of the succession into which the
rhyolitic magma was intruded. Uplift ac-
companying the igneous activity accelerated
erosion, and the Tertiary beds were largely
eroded. The exposed intrusive and Boquillas
bedssuppliedfloat that was incorporatedinthe
younger conglomerate of the upper Tascotal
whichon thesouth side of the hillis succeeded
by beds of tuff and fresh-water limestone and
finally by flowsof the Rawlsbasalt.
Basalt intercalation.—-West of Wire Gap,
j\ a black, fine-grainedbasalt flow is intercalated
-. inthe upperpart of the Tascotalabout 50 feet
X below the top of the formation.The basalthas
a limited lateral extent of 3-4 miles and does
not occur at Wire Gap nor at the western
lborder of the quadrangle. The thickness
q>ranges from a maximum of 17 feet down to 1
'} foot.The lower3-4 inches is vesicular, and the
jjv top is amygdaloidal with fillings chiefly of
« calcite. The broken amygdaloidaltop contains
S fills of sand with angularpieces of basalt. The
flow is overlain by conglomerate containing
amygdaloidal fragments up to 5 inches in
diameter.
Stratigraphicrelations.— The Tascotalforma-
tion in the northern three-fourthsof the quad-
rangle rests on the MitchellMesa tuff flow,but
in thesoutheastrectangle, southof theTascotal
Mesa fault, it lies unconformably onBoquillas
limestone and on older Cretaceous formations.
The Tascotalthins to the southeast against the
flank of the Solitariouplift,and only the upper
conglomeratesand limestone weredeposited in
this area (Fig. 2). Evidence suggests that the
lowerunits of the BuckHillvolcanicseriesmay
have once beenpresent on the flank of the up-
lift but were eroded before deposition of the
Tascotal.
Rawls Basalt
Description.— The Rawls basalt flows cover
approximately 110 square miles of the quad-
rangle.Four rock types wererecognizedin the
field: (1) trachybasalt porphyry or "birds-
eye" porphyry which usually contains abun-
dantplagioclasephenocrystsup to 2inches long
and weathers to rough, dark-brown surfaces;
(2) a fine-grained, dark-gray basalt which
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weathers to thin slabs; in the outcrop, it
characteristically forms gentle-sloped, round-
topped hills covered with platy talus pieces;
(3) dark, reddish-brown,hard,dense, volcanic, <
breccia particularly well developed in the^
northern part of the southwest rectangle;
and (4) a dark-gray to greenish-gray trachy-
andesite porphyry in which the plagioclase
phenocrystsare much smaller and considerably
less abundant than in the "birds-eye" por-
phyry. In the trachyandesite small pheno-
crystsof pyroxeneare common.
Although the rock types interfinger, the
trachybasalt porphyry is usually basal, the
basalt in the middle, and the trachyandesite
porphyry uppermost and nowhere covered by
younger flows.The volcanicbrecciais restricted
to thesouthwesternpartof the quadrangleand
interfmgers with flows of basalt. The section
atLa MotaMountainin the southwesternpart




(6) Trachyandesite, thick, massive, fine- to 0medium-grained; numerous small pheno-
crysts of pyroxene and plagioclase; xj;
weathersbrown.To top ofLaMotaMoun- / .V
tain 356
(5) Basalt, dark gray;weathers to thin slabby
pieces; slopes covered with talus 40
(4) Trachybasalt porphyry, abundant plagio-
clase phenocrysts up to 1 inch long;
weathers to irregular angular pieces 81
(3) Volcanic breccia, massive, hard, darkbrown, containing twisted and contorted
basaltpieces 30
(2) Trachybasalt porphyry, massive; numer-
ous light to dark feldspar phenocrysts up
to 34 inch long; forms first massive out-
crop inLaMotaMountain 129
(1) lrachybasalt porphyry,consists of several
flows with abundant plagioclase pheno-
crysts up to 1inch in length. To base of
exposure 301
Total thicknessmeasured 937
Trachybasalt porphyry. — Trachybasalt
porphyry is the most abundant of the lavas.
The flows rangefrom 48 to300feet in thickness
on the rim of Tascotal mesa, increase to an
average of 350 feet to the southwest in the
central part of the mesa, and attain their
greatest thickness, 511 feet, in La Mota
Mountain. The rock forms massive, sheer
cliffs in contrast to the gentle-sloped hills of
fine-grained basalt. The texture is diabasic,
and glassy plagioclase phenocrysts, }$-2
inches in diameter, are abundant. Some of the
rock contains small pyroxene phenocrysts.
IThe groundmass weathers to a dark-brown,
resinous color in which the light-colored
plagioclase phenocrysts are conspicuous. The
surfacedisintegratesirregularlyto smallangular
fragments. Well-developed amygdaloidal tops
and bottoms have calcite and chalcedony
fillings.
The rock at Wire Gap is olivine-augite
trachybasaltporphyry. The plagioclasepheno-
crysts, 30-40 per cent, are labradorite.Some
phenocrysts exhibit pronounced zoning in
which the zoning bands are contorted, frac-
tured, anddisplaced;these rangefrom andesine
to labradorite. Other phenocrysts (Anss)
are fresh and unzoned although fractured and
corroded. The augite, 15 per cent, is pale
purple and slightly pleochroic. Olivine is
largely altered to iddingsite or bowlingite.
Magnetite-ilmenite is abundant, 10-15 per
cent of the rock. The groundmass contains
orthoclase, 15 per cent, and a plagioclase,
oligoclase-andesine,15 per cent. Apatite is an
accessorymineral,and hematiteand calcite are
alterationproducts. A pale-brown interstitial
material is probably devitrified glass. Thin
sections of the "birds-eye" porphyry from
other localities show variations from olivine
trachybasalt to olivine trachyandesite.
The trachybasalt flows moved into the
TascotalMesaquadrangle from the southwest,
and just west of the quadrangle boundary in
the dome at La Mota dikes of the trachy-
basalt porphyry ("birds-eye" porphyry) cut
the Tascotal tuffs. These dikes were perhaps
the feeders of the flows.
Basalt.— -Basalt flows are extensive in the
southern third of the quadrangle.The rock is
uniformly fine-grained, dark-gray basalt that
weathers to thin slabs and commonly forms
talus slopes where it underlies porphyritic
rocks of the other units. In the northwest
corner of the southeast rectangle, the Rawls
flows consist entirelyof basalt, 320 feet thick.
This is thegreatest developmentof thisunit in
the quadrangle.
The succession at Hill4633 about 1% miles
south of the Alazanranch house includes 155
feet of basalt.The flows thin westwardandare
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missing on the west side of the Alazan Hills
although 40 feet is recorded in the 937-foot
section at LaMotaMountain.
A thin section of the analyzed specimen
(Table3, col. 1) collected just east of elevation
4307 aboutthree quarters of a mile west of the
Holland-Meriwetherranch house contains 60-
70 percent labradorite (A1162). The rock has a
diabasic texture, and the plagioclase laths are
mantled with orthoclase. Augite,15 per cent, is
slightly pleochroic;olivine crystals have been
completely altered to bowlingiteor iddingsite.
Small grains of a darkred-brownmineralmay
be lamprobolite.Magnetite-ilmenite is abun-
dant, and patches of secondary calcite are
common.
Volcanic breccia.— This unit is the least
abundant of the four types mapped and is re-
stricted to the southwesternpart of the quad-
rangle.Thebestexposureison thenorth side of
Torneros Creek oppositeelevation 4003 where
the breccia forms therimrock and is 60-70 feet
thick.The rock is hard, dense, reddish brown,
and contains basalt fragments up to 4 inches
long which locally are in parallel alignment.
Thepiecescommonly arecurved andcontorted.
In thin section, broken feldspar crystals and
rock fragments arecommonin amatrix of glass
fragments which appear fused. The feldspar
crystals are rimmedwithorthoclase, and basic
rock fragments are oxidized, This rock is
classified as aweldedbreccia.
Seventy^four feet of volcanic breccia is ex-
posed on the north side of Torneros Creek; 30
feet, at La Mota Mountain; 21 feet, in the
Alazan Hills; and 27 feet, at Hill 4633. The
unit is conspicuous in the field and is a useful
marker bed. It is restricted to the upper part
of the Rawls and usually underlies trachy-
andesiteporphyry.
Trachyandesite porphyry.— A dark-gray, fine-
grained rock with small phenocrysts of plagio-
clase and pyroxene is well developed in the
southwestern part of the quadrangle and at-
tainsa thickness of 356 feet inLa MotaMoun-
tain. A thickness of 91 feet caps the Alazan
Hills, and the flows extend northeastward to
Hill 5184on the rim of Tascotal Mesa where a
thickness of 125 feet was measured. There is
one other small outcrop, 27 feet thick, on the
rimof the mesaat VABM4125 (stamped4132).
The flows weather light brown and develop
blocky talus slopes.Near the top of La Mota
Mountain huge blocks, 50 by 25 feet, contain
angular pieces up to 6 feet across. There is no
vesiculation,and thebreccia isrestricted to the
east side of the mountain. This locality may
represent a conduit from which the trachy-
andesite lavas were extruded. The trachy-
andesite flows are restricted to the upper part
of the Rawls formation and nowhere are over-
lain by younger volcanic rocks.
The rock from Hill 5184, on the rim of
TascotalMesa, consists of fine-grained ortho-
xlase and oligoclase, 80 per cent, with well-
definedflowstructure. There area few corroded
phenocrysts of oligoclase (An27). Olivine has
been altered to iddingsite or bowlingite. An
unusual yellow-green amphibole, 5 per cent,
with low birefringence and extinctionof about
28° has not been identified. Small grains of
augite are contained in the groundmass.
Magnetite-ilmeniteand apatite are accessory.
This rock is assigned Johannsen number 2211
E, olivine trachyandesiteporphyry.
At La Mota Mountain the plagioclase is
slightly more silicic, and the rock is coarser-
grained. Thin sections from other localities
show variations in the amount of augite, but
the plagioclase remains in the medium range.
Two chemical analyses are given inTable 3.
Tuff and breccia beds.— The succession of
Rawls flow rocks is interruptedby thinbeds of
tuff, volcanic breccia, sandstone, and con-
glomeratein addition to the mapped volcanic
breccia. At Wire Gap, two porphyritic basalt
flows, totaling125 feet in thickness, are sepa-
ratedby aunit,72 feet thick, which consists of
tuff, pumiceous tuff, sandy tuff, and con-
glomerate.The tuff beds are commonly baked
red at the contact with overlying flows. They
thin to the southwest and are rare in the
southwest rectangle.
At Hill 4633, 1% miles south of the Alazan
ranch, there are a number of thin conglomer-
ate, breccia, and hard, fine-grained tuff beds
between the flows, including two 1-foot bedsof
hard, brittle, grayish-green and red rock con-
taining a few scattered,reddish-brown volcanic
pieces averaging a quarter of an inch in di-
ameter.
Half a mile southwest of BM 4224 near the
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Holland-Meriwether ranch house in the south-
east rectangle, a hard, compact tuff breccia, 3
feet thick, lies between flows of basalt. The
rock grades from a tuff breccia at the base to a
banded, baked, dense, highly oxidized rock at
the contact with the overlying flow. In thin
section the lower rock is a mixed tuff contain-
inganorthoclase crystals, quartz,silicic plagio-
clase laths, lamprobolite, pyroxene and apatite
grains, and rock fragments in a groundmass of
glass shards which appear partly fused. The
fragments and crystals are rounded and
corroded.
The upper part of the bed is banded,
brownish-redand black. Anorthoclase,quartz,
silicic plagioclase, and rock fragments are
imbedded in a groundmass of brownish-red to
black glass which has flowed and molded
around the crystals and fragments. The thin
sections reveala gradation from an indurated
and bakedtuff-brecciatoa rock partlyfused by
the heat of the succeeding lava flow as it
moved across the tuff bed. Selective fusion of
the more silicic pieces produced a soft glass
which responded to the movementandpressure
of the overlyinglava and developeda striking
flow texture. Chemical analyses of these rocks
are givenin Table 5.
Stratigraphic relations.— The Rawls basalt
flows are the youngest member of the Buck
Hill volcanic series in the Tascotal Mesa
quadrangle, and their upper erosion surface is
locallyoverlainby Quaternarygraveldeposits.
The flowsrest on theTascotalformationandin
places interfinger with bedsof tuffaceous sand-
stone, breccia, and conglomerate. In the
southeasternpartof the quadrangle,overlapon
the flanks of the Solitario uplift brings the
flows on theDevils River limestone.
Age and Correlation
The age and correlation of the Buck Hill
volcanic series has been discussed by Goldich
and Elms (1949, p. 1143-1145) and by Goldich,
Elms, and Seward (1949, p. 67). They assigned
the Pruett to the Eocene and the Duff to
the Oligocene. The Tascotalformation,younger
than theDuff,mayalso beofOligocene age,but
the probabilitythat these beds and the over-
lying Rawls flows areMiocene cannot be dis-
missed. Fresh-water snails, bone fragments,
and plant remains collected on the Tascotal
Mesa quadrangle are of no correlative value.
TheBuck Hillvolcanic series is equivalentin
part to the Chisos beds (Udden, 1907b) in the
Big Bend National Park area, the Square
Peak volcanic series (Huffington, 1943, p.
1027) in the Quitman Mountains, the Mc-
Cutcheon series in the Barilla Mountains
(Eifler, 1951, p. 342), and the Vieja series
(Vaughan, 1900, p. 77) in the Tierra Vieja
Mountains.
Quaternary System
The Quaternary deposits are divided into
gravel and alluvium. The gravel deposits are
thin veneers on pediments and channel and
basin fills at higher levels above the present
base level of erosion. The alluvium is valley
fill and recent deposits alongstream courses.
Gravel is most widespread in Green Valley
where it forms thin protective sheets on a
pediment which was formed as the scarp of
Bandera Mesa retreated. Renewed downcut-
ting has dissected this surface leaving gravel-
cappedridges that parallelthe present stream
courses. These deposits are seldom more than
3-4 feet thick,and allare mappedas gravels,
although there is much finer material.Similar
pediment gravels are found on Bandera Mesa
extending away from the scarp of Tascotal
Mesa.
High-level gravels are present on Tascotal
Mesa and are conspicuously exposed on the
west side of the Marfa-Lajitas road where it
ascends the basalt hills. At this locality the
gravelclearly representsan old narrowchannel
deposit and consists chiefly of dark-gray basalt
bouldersup to3 feet in diameter. The boulders
are cemented with secondary calcium car-
bonate, caliche,so that the well-indurated rock
might easilybe mistaken for an older Tertiary
conglomerate.
The largest gravel-coveredarea on the mesa
is in the south-central rectangle. These gravels
probablyweredepositedin a shallow structural
basin as a result of the erosionof surrounding
upthrown fault blocks. The deposit of hard
caliche-cemented silt and gravel is being dis-



























sected by numerous, small, intermittent trib-
utaries of Torneros Creek.
Alluvial depositsaremapped in Green Valley
andin thenorthwesternpart of the quadrangle
on Bandera Mesa. The deposits are chiefly
fine-grainedsiltymaterial, and in many places
inGreenValley the creeks have well-developed
meanders where they flow on this material.
Steep-walled banks expose a thickness of as
much as 10 feet of alluvium.
The writer often observed the rapid dep-
osition of stream alluvium in the vicinity of
the old San Jacinto ranch on Bandera Mesa.
During heavy thundershowers torrential
streams,carrying a tremendousloadof siltand
sand,wouldoverflow their banks,spread out in
braided pattern, and deposit 2-3 feet of
sediment in a few hours.Much of this material




The soda rhyolite forming Hill4778 on the
southern border just east of the road leading
into the Solitario is the largest silicic intrusive
in the quadrangle; it covers about 1 square
mile. The body is concordant with Glen Rose
limestone on the south, but elsewhere it cuts
the limestone, and smallapophysesof rhyolite
have nearly vertical contacts.The fresh rock is
creamy white, fine-grained rhyolite porphyry
with glassy feldspar phenocrysts as much as
a quarter of an inch in length. The outcrop
weathersbrown.
In thin section, the analyzed specimen
(Table 2, col. 2) is porphyritic with a fine-
grained groundmass of feldspar and quartz.
The feldspar in the groundmass is orthoclase
and silicic plagioclase. The phenocrysts are
chiefly anorthoclase. Optical data for the
anorthoclase are 7 = 1.530 ± .002, (— )
2V small to moderate, XAa
-
10°. Quartz
phenocrysts are less numerous and usually
occur in anhedral aggregates. Mafic minerals
are restricted to fine shreds largelyaltered to
iron oxides.Kaoliniteis a weatheringproduct.
Rhyolite forming Hill 4850, i% miles north
of the quadrangle border, and the hill just to
the northeast, has a dark speckled appearance
caused by aggregates of small riebeckite
grains.Hill 4850 is about 1mile in length and
rises approximately 600 feet above the sur-
rounding Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks.
Upper Tascotal conglomerate and Rawls
flows lap against the intrusive mass on the
eastern and southern edges. At the north end
of the northernmost hill, the intrusive has
baked the Boquillas limestone to a hard
marble. Rhyolite vitrophyre, exposed on the
northwest flank, is probably related to a
formervent which servedas a zone of weakness
for the later emplacement of riebeckite soda
rhyolite.
TascotalMesa fault cuts through the middle
of a riebeckitesoda rhyolitemass just west of
the Presidio-Brewster county line. A zone of
brecciated rhyolite, 20 feet wide, marks the
fault. The fine-grained, gray to pink rhyolite
at theborder of theintrusive grades to coarser-
grained, typical riebeckite rhyolite near the
top of the hill. Theupper Tascotal conglomer-
ate that surrounds the hill laps up on the
rhyolite slopes and is younger than the in-
trusive.
Flows of Rawls basalt surround the rie-
beckite rhyolite intrusive in the southeast
corner of the south-central rectangle and are
clearly younger. The rhyolite is variable in
color and patchy in appearance.Light-purplish
patches contain shreds of a mafic mineral,
probablyoriginally riebeckite, that have been
oxidized toa reddishbrown.Deeper blue areas
contain fresh riebeckite.This relation suggests
bleaching of the rock as a result of alteration.
On the south edge of the intrusive, rhyolite
vitrophyre is closely related to the riebeckite
rock, but the precise relationscould notbe de-
termined. The brown perlitic glass contains
euhedral phenocrysts of feldspar and quartz,
which constituteabout 20 per cent of the rock.
Optical data for the anorthoclase follows:
a = 1.524; 7 = 1.530 ± .002; (-);XAa =
10°. Spherulites of silicic feldsparareabundant,
and there area few euhedralcrystals of aegirin-
augite and magnetite. The index of the glass,
1.505 ± .002, is similar to that of the glass at
Hill4850 and in La Mota dome.
Thin sections of the riebeckite soda rhyolite
from the several intrusives show little vari-
ation. The riebeckite is strongly pleochroic
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from deep lavender blue to dark green to
yellow green. Themineraloccurs in spongelike
dendritic masses and poikilitically includes
quartz and feldspar grains. Phenocrysts of
anorthoclase range from a maximumof 2 mm.
down to sizes only slightly larger than the
feldspar in thegroundmass. Quartz is restricted
to the groundmass in which it is abundant.
Basaltic Intrusives
San Jacinto Mountain, with a relief of
approximately 800 feet, is the most imposing
intrusive structure in the area; it rises to an
altitude of 4750 feet. Most of the mountain
including the tall spire is in Jordan Gap
quadrangle.Itwas formedby the intrusionof a
fine-grained analcime-olivinetrachybasalt that
punched up a large block of the Buck Hill
volcanics approximately 400 feet above the
levelof BanderaMesa. The flanks areTascotal
tuff through which the magma rose, pushing
aheadof it asegment of the Duff tuff,Mitchell
Mesa tuff flow, and Tascotal tuff.
La Viuda is a small, roughly circular hill,2
miles southwest of San Jacinto, composed
chiefly of basaltic vent agglomerate that cuts
the Tascotal tuff beds. The hill is cut by two
vertical, highly fractured and weathereddikes
at right angles toeach other strikingN.60° W.
andN.30° E. The top ofLaViuda is composed
of agglomerate including large pieces of a
dark-graybasalt similar to the dike rock. The
vent material is amygdaloidal; fillings are
primarilycalcite. The rock is an olivinebasalt
composed of slender labradorite needles with
intersertal augite and olivine. Much of the
olivine is altered to green serpentine. Apatite
and magnetite are accessory, and carbonateis
the chief alterationproduct.
The Dike in Green Valley, just north of
Needle Peak, is a fine-grained,black basalt with
chilled borders. It trends northeasterly and
extends into the Jordan Gap quadrangle
making a prominent ridge over a mile long
which at some points rises 200-300 feet above
the valley floor. It ranges in thickness from a
few feet to20 feet and commonly shows highly
polished slickensides. The tuff is baked and
indurated to a hard, red rock at the contact.
The dike rock is diabasic and consists of
labradorite laths mantled with orthoclase.
Subhedral olivine crystals are unusually fresh
with minor alteration to green serpentine.
Augite is purplish and pleochroic. Analcime
is intersertalto theplagioclaselaths; magnetite
is abundant. This rock is analcime olivine
trachybasalt, similar in composition to the
San Jacinto intrusive.
Near thesoutheasternend ofBanderaMesa,
a small volcanic vent cuts the Duff tuff and is
exposedin the scarpof themesa. The rock is a
dark, reddish-brown,vesicular and scoriaceous
agglomerate with verticalscarps up to 100 feet
inheight.On the east sideof the vent, andnear
the base, a huge boulder of black basalt, ap-
proximately30 feet across and 20 feet high, is
included in the agglomerate. This rock is
olivinebasalt with a microporphyritic texture.
Labradorite laths (An6o) show flow structure.
Theplagioclase phenocrysts contain inclusions
of magnetite, serpentine, and tiny rods of
pyroxene.Much of the olivine is altered to a
greenish-brown serpentine. Small shreds of
brown biotite, associated with magnetite and
serpentine,are deuteric.
A smaller basaltic vent area crops out just
south of the rhyolitebody cut by the Tascotal
Mesa fault. The exposure is about 200 feet
wideand300 feet long.Therock is a brecciated
mass of vesicular and amygdaloidalmaterial.
Some of the blocks are 8 feet long. The vent
cuts upper Tascotal thin-bedded, clayey,
fresh-water limestone, and a light-green,soapy
bentonite is formed along the contact. The
basalt dike west of the vent cuts flows of the
Rawls basalt.
Olivine basalt forms a smallhill just west of
Hill4850, 1% miles north of the south bound-
ary. This small, circular, pluglike mass with
well-developed columnar jointing intrudes
Boquillas limestone and is overlain by the
upper Tascotal conglomerate. The Boquillas is
baked toa hard marble.
Syenitic Intrusives
A syenitedike northeastof the Wilson ranch
house in Green Valley forms Needle Peak, a
prominent curved ridge extending north-
westward for approximately 1mile. Differential
erosion has produced sharp pinnacles, the
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highest of which rises 500 feet above the floor
of the valley and gives the mass its name.
The dike, ranging in thickness from 1 foot at
the southern end to 300 feet at the northern
end, hasbakedand hardened theintrudedDuff
tuff at the contacts. The indurated tuff is
resistant to weatheringand forms a thin,wall-
like sheath around the dike. Slickensides are
welldevelopedwithin thedike rock and at the
contact with tuff.
The Needle Peak dike is an alkalic micro-
syenite. Silicic feldspar makes up 75 to 85
per cent of the rock. The mafic minerals are
fine-grained alkalic pyroxene and amphibole
that were not specifically identified, and pale
biotite.
Southeast of the Cotterranch,a smalldike,
forminga vertical wall1-15 feet high,extends
southeast into the Aqua Fria quadrangle. It
probablyextends to the northwest in the sub-
surfaceand connects with the syenitedike that
intersects The Dike just to the north on
Jordan Gap quadrangle. The southeastern tip
of this dike is in Tascotal Mesa quadrangle.
The rock, altered to a uniform brown, is fine-
grained and diabasic with well-developedflow
lines. The plagioclase laths (oligoclase near
andesine) are mantled with orthoclase. Mag-
netite andmafic silicates inlargeparthavebeen
oxidized to hematite, but biotite is fresh and
unaltered. A deep reddish-brownmineralmay
be serpentinous alteration after iron-rich
olivine. Abundant calcite encloses and partly
replaces the feldspar. A fine-grained clay
mineral belongs to the montmorillonitegroup.
Magnetiteand needlelikecrystalsof apatiteare
accessory. This dike is classified as plagioclase
microsyenite or latite.
A greenish-gray dike rock with biotite
phenocrysts cuts the Duff tuff about half a
mile south of the mouth ofNorth Canyon near
the base of the scarp of Bandera Mesa. The
weathered rock is brown and contains much
limonite. Thedike, ranging from a few feet to
15 feet thick, makes a vertical east-west wall,
200 yards long.Baked red tuff adheres to the
walls and has highly polished slickensides.
The rock is very similar to the plagioclase
microsyenite described above.
Near thesouthernendofBanderaMesaalong
the Brewster-Presidio county line, fine-grained
microsyenite intrudes the Mitchell Mesa tuff
flow forming Hill 4718 and the smaller hill to
the north. The outcrop shows columnar
jointing which has localized weathering.Hill
4718 is capped with a 10-foot thick remnant of
MitchellMesa tuff flow that was carried up-
ward by the intruding magma to its present
position, 200 feet above the level of Bandera
Mesa. This structure is comparable to the
trapdoor domes described by Moon (1953,
p. 185) in Aqua Fria quadrangle. The rock is
alkalic microsyenite and in thin section con-
sists of about 90 per cent silicic feldspar in
small bundlelike aggregatesof laths with well-
developed flow structure. Mafic minerals are
small shreds of brown biotite and minor
amphibole. Magnetite and apatite are ac-
cessory.
Syenitic intrusives occur in the small basin
formed by erosion of the dome west of La
MotaMountain.Themain syenite mass at the
south and north peaks in the basin is light
colored and medium-grained with smallhorn-
blende crystals up to an eighthof an inch in
length. On the surface therock ispock-marked
due to weathering and removal of hornblende
crystals. The effect of contact metamorphism
and soakingof the country rockby the syenite
magma is well exhibited in the flanks of the
south peak. Sandy, calcareous tuff and con-
glomeratehavebeenalteredtohard,dark-green
marble and silicate rock which resembles
diorite or gabbro in the hand specimen. The
highly metamorphosed contact zone grades to
bluish-green, light-colored marble and mar-
bleized conglomerate and finally to unaltered
sediments and pyroclastics. The conglomerate
at the north peak has not been so intensely
alteredbut is bakedand hardened.
The two peaks are connected by a micro-
syenite dike which continues to the southwest
into Shafter quadrangle cutting the Rawls
basalt flows. The rock is light grayish green
with miarolitic cavities in 3- to 4-inch bands
parallel to the trendof the dike. The intruded
tuffs and conglomeratesare baked and adhere
to the dike rock.
Numerous other microsyenite dikes occur in
the southwestern part of the quadrangle and
appear to radiate from a high, rugged region
4-5 miles southwest of the quadrangle.
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In thin section, the analyzed specimen
(Table4, col. 2) from the LaMota dome is an
alkalic microsyenite with a hypautomorphic-
granular texture. The feldspar, 70-80 per
cent, is anorthoclase and albite. The most
abundantmaficmineral,10 per cent, is aegirin-
augite. Soda-rich amphibole, probably arfved-
sonite, is present in minor amounts. Tiny
shreds of a purple-brown strongly pleochroic
mineral have not been identified. Apatite is
accessory.
In some specimens the dark-green aegirin-
augite is altering to greenish-brown horn-
blende.Some of the larger grainsof hornblende
contain feldspar inclusions. Magnetite crys-
tallized late in the interstices of the feldspar
grains, and hematite and carbonate are alter-
ationproducts.
Gabbro of La MotaDome
Two small hills of dark-gray, medium-
grained gabbro at the north end of LaMota
domeareroughly circularand about100 feet in
diameter. Green to black rhyolitic obsidian is
associatedwith the gabbro, but the relations
couldnot bedetermined.
Thin sections of the analyzed specimen from
LaMotadome(Table4,col.1) showa medium-
grained, hypautomorphic-granular texture.
Labradorite(An6o), 50-60 percent, is mantled
with orthoclase. Fresh, euhedral olivine with
some green serpentinous alteration, probably
antigorite,and augite in small subhedral to
euhedral crystals each make up about 10 per
cent of the rock. Magnetite-ilmeniteis abun-
dant.Analcime is intersertalto feldspar inthe
groundmass and forms euhedral crystals on the
borders of zeolite patches. Other secondary





the major constituents of the tuffaceous sedi-
ments thatmake up the bulk of the Buck Hill
volcanic series. The refractive index of the
glass is consistently below 1.50, indicating a
silica content in excess of 70 per cent. The
tuffs, however, have an admixture of other
materials and grade to sandstone, conglomer-
ate, and fresh-water limestone. The sand ad-
mixtureis particularly evident in the Tascotal
formation. Variability in composition under
these conditions is to be expected,and samples
of the tuff beds in the Tascotal Mesa quad-
rangle were not chemically analyzed.
The original analysis (Goldich and Elms,
1949, p. 1162) of a sample of the Mitchell
Mesa tuff flow fromMitchell Mesais included
in Table 2. Two unpublished analyses of
samples from the Jordan Gap quadrangle are
plotted in the variationdiagram (Fig.4) and
illustrate the potassiccharacter of the rhyolitic
tuff flow.
A number of features indicate that the
Mitchell Mesa rock is not a typical rhyolitic
lava.Wherever the top andthe baseof the rock
have been examinedthere is a markedabsence
of vesiculation or brecciation. The upper sur-
face is irregular, and undoubtedly some
material has been eroded; nevertheless, the
apparent uniformity from top to bottom in
numerous exposures is striking. Inclusions of
foreign rock have beennoted in many places,
but the pieces are relatively small and rare.
The presenceof glass shards and pumiceous
pieces suggests a fragmental rock. Rocks of
similar composition and structure have been
variously described as welded tuffs (Mansfield
and Ross, 1935; Gilbert, 1938), ignimbrites
(Marshall, 1935), and tuff flows (Fenner, 1923,
1948). Such rocks are thought to be indurated
by recrystallization through pneumatolytic
action, and the origin of the Mitchell Mesa
rhyolitic tuff flow is ascribed to a similar
process. The pumiceous inclusions and the
columnar structure are characters which the
Mitchell Mesa rock has in common with the
tuff flows described by Fenner.
Recrystallized tuff flow may grade from a
well-indurated rock to types in which the
fragmentshave beenlittle altered, so that they
are more tufflike but are still sufficiently
coherent to maintainverticalwalls.The writer
believes that this explains the soft ashy char-
acter of the "rhyolite" on the downthrownside
of the Tascotal Mesa fault.
Small amounts of vitrophyre are closely
associated with what are considered former
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pyroclastic vents now occupied by intrusive
masses in the southern part of the quadrangle.
Pieces of obsidian, limestone, and other rock
types are included in tuff and breccia deposits
that mark one of these vents well up on the
side at the southern end of Hill 4850, a rie-
beckite soda rhyolite intrusive. Northeast of
Hill4850, on the north side and near the base
of a hill of rhyolite, there is a larger outcrop
of obsidian. A third exposure of vitrophyre is
on thesouthedgeof theriebeckitesodarhyolite
intrusive approximately 4 miles to the south-
west near the southern boundary, and this
rock is representedin Table 2 (col. 1). A small
outcrop of rhyolitic glass is in close proximity
to the gabbro intrusive in La Mota dome.
In each case it appears that the vitrophyre
issued from a vent that later was the site of
intrusiveaction.
The chemical analysis of the vitrophyre
showslarge relativeamounts of water,fluorine,
and chlorine.It demonstrates that the vents in
the southern part of the quadrangle probably
are not the source of the Mitchell Mesa tuff-
flow. In contrast, the compositionof the glass
is similar to that of the analyzed specimens of
soda rhyolite and riebeckite soda rhyolite
(Table 2).
Table 2—> Chemical An. LYSES OF R: yoliticRoc:
SiO2 73.85 73.10 74.72 75.53 76.71 78.83




FeO .86 .10 .73 .60 .10
MgO
CaO






Na2O 4.22 4.44 5.24 1.78
K2O 4.66 5.65 4.57 4.05 3QQ 6.34
H2O+ 2.53 .38 .95 .00 .31 .41
H20.14H2O- .14 .12 .33 .13 .11 .11
CO2 .01 .09 n.d. n.d. n.d. .27
TiO2 .12 .18 .12 .10 .09 .20
P2P2O6
MnO
.00 .02 .02 .01 .02 .03
.03 .00 n.d. n.d. n.d. .08
BaO n.d. tr. n.d. n.d. n.d. tr.
F .34 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
Cl .20 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
Less O=F &Cl
100.00 99.74 99.99* 99.84 99.77 100.01
.19
99.81
*Includes0.56 ignition loss (organicmatter).
1. Rhyolite vitrophyre from south slopeof large riebeckite soda rhyolite intrusive in southeast corner
of south-central rectangle of Tascotal Mesa quadrangle, (field No. TM 294). J. J. Engel, analyst.
2. Soda rhyolite fromHill4778 on southernborder of TascotalMesa quadrangle (fieldNo. TM 284).
J. J. Engel, analyst.
3. Sodipotassicrhyolite, southwest part of Solitario. R. B.Ellestad,analyst (Lonsdale, 1940, Table 17).
4. Paisanitic riebeckite soda rhyolite, Mountain4500, Terlingua district. R. B.Ellestad,analyst (Lons-
dale,1940, Table17).
5. Paisanitic riebeckite soda rhyolite, east ofMountain4500, Terlingua district. R. B.Ellestad, analyst
(Lonsdale, 1940, Table 17).
6. Rhyolite tuff-flow capping MitchellMesa, Buck Hill quadrangle. S. S. Goldich, analyst (Goldich
and Elms, 1949, p. 1162).
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Intrusive RhyoliticRocks
Only one specimen of the intrusiverhyolites
was analyzed (Table 2, col. 2) and represents
Table 3.— Chemical Analyses of
Rawls Flows
the soda rhyolite at the southern border.The
rock is similar in composition to a sodipotassic
rhyolite (Table 2, col. 3) described by Lons-
dale (1940, p. 1566) from the southwestern
part of the Solitario.
The riebeckitesodarhyolite intrusivesin the
quadrangle, although chemical data are not
available,canbe expectedtobe somewhat more
sodic than the soda rhyoliteand probablywill
fall withinor close to the range indicated in the
two analyses (Table 2, cols. 4 and 5) of rie-
beckite soda rhyolite from the Terlingua
district (Lonsdale,1940, table17).
Extrusive BasalticRocks
The oldest flows in the Tascotal Mesa
quadrangle are basalt intercalations in the
upperDuff bedsand areexposed in the scarpof
Bandera Mesa. A possible feeder is the small
pluglike mass of basaltic agglomerate at the
southeastern end of the mesa. No chemical
analysesof these rocks weremade.
The term basaltisusedas a field namefor the
fine-grained, dark Rawls flows which range
from basalt to trachyandesite. Chemical
analyses of the three types of flows differen-
tiatedon the map (PI. 1) are givenin Table 3.
In the sequence, basalt-trachybasalt-trachy-
andesite, there is aprogressive decrease in the
relative amounts of iron oxides, magnesia,
lime, and titania,and a progressive increase in
silica,alkalis,and baria.
On casual inspection the analyzed basalt
flow (Table 3, col. 1) appears similar to the
analyzed analcime syenogabbro (Table 5,
col. 1) from La Mota dome, but the norms
(Table 6) emphasize the difference. The un-
dersaturatedLa Mota rock contains analcime
that is represented in the norm in4.8 per cent
of normative nepheline. The Rawls basalt is
similar to analyzed samples of the Sheep
Canyon basalt flows in the Buck Hill area
(Goldich and Elms, 1949, Table5).
The Rawls flows mapped as trachybasalt
porphyry are variable in composition as is in-
dicated in the petrographic description. The
single analysis (Table 3, col. 2) of the lower-
most flow at Wire Gap sets it off from the
analyzedsamples of the basaltand the trachy-
andesite flows, but additional analyses of
selected samples would probably show com-
positions approaching that of the trachy-
andesite.
The two analyzed samples of the trachyan-
desite porphyry flows (Table 3, cols. 3 and
4) suggest a high degree of uniformity in
composition. Sample No. 3 represents the
flow cappingHill 5184 on the rim of Tascotal
Mesa wherea thickness of 125 feet of trachy-
andesite flows was measured. Sample No. 4
is from the flow cappingLa Mota Mountain,
9 miles to the southwest, where the trachy-
andesite flows are 356 feet thick.
The differences in compositionof the Rawls
flows may be inpart a progressive change re-
SiO2 45.86 52.06 60.10 60.36
A12O3 16.52 18.67 17.11 17.69
Fe2O3 7.93 5.25 3.35 4.71
FeO 5.03 3.56 2.35 1.36
MgO
CaO
4.16 1.97 .97 .79
8.27 7.07 2.49 1.77
Na2O 3.83 4.37 5.58 6.34
K2O 1.66 2.65 5.30 4.89
H2O+ .86 .54 .32 .32
H20.74H2O- .74 .69 .18 .14
CO2 .72 .01 .35 .00
TiO2 3.43 2.17 1.09 .71
P205 .56 .71 .35 .32
MnO .17 .16 .17 .19
BaO .06 .10 .13 .20
S .00 .01 .01 .02




central part of soi
)) east of elevation 4307, west-
"utheast rectangle (field No. 291).
Itporphyry (Trbp), lower flow at
"To. TM 29).
2. Trachybasal
Wire Gap (field N
3. Trachyandesite porphyry (Tra), top of Hill
iscotal Mesa (fieldNo. 81).5184 onrim of Tai
4. Trachyandes
Mountain (field ]S
Nos. 1-3, R. L
ite porphyry, top of La Mota
Mo. 176).
\,. Erickson, analyst; No. 4, John
Thatcher,analyst.
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suiting from some process of magmatic dif-
ferentiation;however,the field work shows that
the basalt and the trachybasalt porphyry
flows alternate and were extravasated from
different sources.
Intrusive BasalticRocks
A chemical analysis of the medium-grained
analcime syenogabbro from La Mota domeis
given in Table 4. The relative coarse grain
of the gabbro in the La Mota dome suggests
that the exposuremaybe part of alargemass.
Noneof the dikes or pluglikemasses of basalt
have beenanalyzed.
Intrusive SyeniticRocks
The chemicalanalysis of the intrusive micro-
syenite in La Mota dome (Table 4, col. 2) is
similar to analyzed samples of microsyenite
from Buck Hill (Goldich and Elms, 1949, p.
1166) and from Santiago Peak (Clarke, 1904,
p.75).
lhe unusual composition (Table 4, col. 3)
of the dikeof plagioclasesyeniteon the eastern
border southeast of the Cotter ranch, is not
closely matched in any published analyses of
rocks from southern Trans-Pecos Texas. Two
analysesofsomewhatsimilarcompositionrepre-
sent analcime-plagioclase syenite from the
Terlingua district and analcimitic micro-
syenite from the Solitario (Lonsdale, 1940,
Table 17). The Tascotal Mesa dike rock
contains a large amount of calcite which may
have formed in Dart from original analcime.
The plagioclase syenite differs from the
microsyeniteof La Mota domenot only in its
Table 4.— Chemical Analysies of Sye: OGABBRO,
MICROSYENITE, AND PLA>3IOCLASE Iyenite
SiO2 45.98 62.35 51.08
A12O3 16.83 17.37 17.61
Fe2O3 3.45 3.48 3.62





Na2O 4.49 6.43 5.30
K2O 1.79 5.38 3.66
H2O+ 1.90 .31 .65
H20.28H2O- .28 .32 .34
CO2 .19 .00 3.67
TiO2 3.41 .38 1.52
P2P2O6 .57 .13 1.35
MnO .16 .14 .12
SrO n.d. n.d. .11
BaO .05 .04 .24
S .04 .00 .00







nogabbro from La Mota dome
. J. J. Engel, analyst.
■osyenite from La Mota dome
). J. J. Engel, analyst.





tie southeast of Cotter ranch.
heast end of dike. Eileen H.
Oslund,analyst.
Table 5.— Chemical Analyses of Indurated
and Partially Fused Tuff-!Breccia Bed


















1. Indurated tuff breccia near base of bed rest-
ing on Rawls basalt (Trb), half a mile southwest of
BM4224, southwest rectangle (fieldNo. TM 292).
S. S. Goldich, analyst.
2. Partially fused tuff breccia, 2 feet above
sample No. 1 (field No. 290). R. L. Erickson,
analyst.
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Table 6.— Ch ;mical AnalyiSES OF L ASCOT. lMesa Rocks and Norms of Igne* "us Rock
Analysts: Nos. 1, 4, .!, 11, R. L. E■rickson;Nos. :I, 7, 8, 9, J. J. Engel; No. 3, Eileen
10. 10, S. S. Goldich
3. Oslun I; No. 6,
J<)hnTha.tcher; '.
4 5 10 U
SiO2 45.86 45.98 51.08 52.06 60.10 60.36 62.35 73.10 73.85 69.55 64.66
A12O3 16.52 16.83 17.61 18.67 17.11 17.69 17.37 14.74 11.43 12.28 15.80
Fe2O3 7.93 3.45 3.62 5.25 3.35 4.71 3.48 .49 1.42 4.42 4.62
FeO 5.03 8.94 .89 3.56 2.35 1.36 1.62 .10 .86 .08 .48
MgO
CaO
4.16 5.12 .72 1.97 .97 .79 .31 .05 .05 .63 .45
8.27 6.76 8.79 7.07 2.49 1.77 1.41 .38 .14 1.79 1.15
Na2O 3.83 4.49 5.30 4.37 5.58 6.34 6.43 4.44 4.22 3.08 5.30
K2O 1.66 1.79 3.66 2.65 5.30 4.89 5.38 5.65 4.66 4.09 5.71
H2O+ .86 1.90 .65 .54 .32 .32 .31 .38 2.53 1.25 .42
H20.74H2O- .74 .28 .34 .69 .18 .14 .32 .12 .14 2.04 .37
CO2 .72 .19 3.67 .01 .35 .00 .00 .09 .01 .04 .07
TiO2 3.43 3.41 1.52 2.17 1.09 .71 .38 .18 .12 .69 .68
P205 .56 .57 1.35 .71 .35 .32 .13 .02 .00 .18 .13
MnO .17 .16 .12 .16 .17 .19 .14 .00 .03 .11 .18
SrO n.d. n.d. .11 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
BaO .06 .05 .24 .10 .13 .20 .04 tr. tr. n.d. n.d.
S .00 .04 .01 .01 .02 .00 .01 n.d. n.d. n.d.
SO3 .12 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
F n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. .34 n.d. n.d.
Cl n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. .20 n.d. n.d.
99.80 99.96 99.79 99.99 99.85 99.81 99.67 99.75 100.00 100.23 100.02
Less O=S .02 .01
Less Os= Cl .04
Less O=F .15
99.80 99.94 99.79 99.99 99.85 99.80 99.67 99.75 99.81 100.23 100.02
Q
22.09
2.22 3.00 .66 1.98 24.68 32.97
or 10.01 10.56 15.57 31.14 28.94 31.72 33.39 27.27
ab 32.49 28.82 44.57 36.68 47.16 53.48 54.52 37.75 33.03
an 22.80 20.57 13.07 23.63 6.12 5.56 2.50 1.95 .46
ne 4.83




2.50 .60 2.50 2.11 2.01 .40
2.94 8.77 .84
mt 6.73 5.10 5.57 4.87 3.01 4.40 1.85
hm 3.36 3.67 1.44 2.71 .48 .48




ap 1.34 1.34 3.02 1.68 .67 .67 .34
cc 1.60 .40 8.31 .80
hi .35
f .31
1. Rawls basalt flow (Trb)
4. Rawls trachybasalt porph






















itaMo 7. LaI/lota sy<enite; 8.Soda ] 9. Rhyo-
litevitrophyre fromHill485*); 10. r. iccia,hi.If a miLc southeast of 8M42214; 11. Fused tufi:-breccia,
2 feetabovesample No. 10.
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greater content of CaO but also in greater
relative amounts of TiO2, P205, and BaO.
Both rocks show some similarity to the an-
alyzed samples of the Rawls flows, but their
relationship to the extrusives is speculative.
Welded Tuff andBreccia
Chemical analyses of two samples selected
fromnear the base and fromnear the top of a
3-foot bed of tuff breccia between flows of the
Rawlsbasalt aregiveninTable 5.
The origin of the welded tuff and breccia
beds between the Rawls flows isproblematical.
Because the well-induratedbreccia is as much
as 74 feet thick, it is improbable that the
induration or welding of the rock can be
attributedsolely to the baking action of the
hot lava that covered it.Possibly the material
was very hot at the time of eruption and re-
tained sufficient heat to effect the welding.
VariationDiagram
The chemical analyses made for this study
are brought together in Table 6 which also
contains the norms calculated for the igneous
rocks. The analyses of the igneous rocks to-
gether with published analyses of rocks from
the Terlingua-Solitarioregion (Lonsdale, 1940,
Table17)and from theBuckHillarea (Goldich
andElms,1949,Table10)andeightunpublished
analyses of rocks from the Jordan Gap quad-
rangle are plotted in a silica-variationdiagram
(Fig.3). The curvesrepresenting the variations
of constituentsare similar to the earlier curves
presented and discussed by Goldich and
Elms (1949, Fig. 5).
Structural Geology
Regional Setting
The major structural features of Trans-
Pecos Texas have been discussed by Baker
(1934,p. 137) and King (1935) and are shown
in Figure 4 reproduced from the Structural
Map of Texas (Sellards andHendricks, 1946).
The structural history starts with the pre-
Cretaceous deformation of the Llanoria geo-
syncline (King, 1935, fig. 2) and with the
development of the northeast-southwest trends
in the Paleozoic rocks which are now exposed
in the Marathon and Solitario uplifts.
The Cretaceous strata which weredeposited
on the eroded surface of the Paleozoic rocks
were folded in an orogeny (Laramide) which
probably began in late Cretaceous time and
produced an ancestral range of the present
Del Norte-Santiago-CarmenMountains. West
of this range or highland, downwarping formed
the Marfa basin (Fig. 4), in which Tertiary
volcanic and related rocks accumulated. The
Solitario dome was initiatedat this time, and
probably also the Marathon dome. The
folded Cretaceous rocks were eroded and con-
tributed to the lower beds of the Buck Hill
volcanic series. The basalPruett conglomerate
rests on the Boquillas limestone (Eagle Ford
age) in the Buck Hillquadrangle and on suc-
cessively younger Cretaceousformations to the
south.
Followingthe accumulationof the Buck Hill
volcanic series, 4000-5000 feet thick, in the
Green Valley region, deformation in late
Cenozoic time resulted from compressive
forces which acted on the structuraldownwarp
to produce an upwarp or broad fold in the
Tertiary beds. The southwest dip of the Buck
Hill volcanic series in the northern two-thirds
of the TascotalMesa quadrangle is the result
of this folding,and these beds form the south-
west limb of a large anticlinalstructure. The
northernpartof this structurehasbeenmapped
in the Jordan Gap and Buck Hillquadrangle
by Goldich and Seward (1948) and Goldich,
Elms,and Seward (1949).
Northern Partof Quadrangle
The northern two-thirds of the Tascotal
Mesa quadrangle is characterized by the
regional dip of 2°-4° S.W.The dip is somewhat
steepened along the western boundary, and in
the vicinity of Torneros Creek, where the dips
are as much as 11°, the steeper inclination of
the beds is caused by the Tascotal Mesa fault.
A series of parallelnormal faults, with small
displacement, on BanderaMesa trends south-
east fromSan JacintoMountain. The two most
prominent faults are 3 miles long and form a
small graben half a mile wide. The displace-
Figure 3.— VariationDiagramof Igneous Rocks from the Tascotal Mesa Quadrangle and Ad-
jacent Areas
Dots represent rocks from the TascotalMesa quadrangle;circles, Terlingua-Solitarioregion (Lonsdale,
1940);solid triangles, Buck Hill area (Goldich and Elms, 1949);open triangles, unpublished analyses of








Figure 4. —Structure of Southern Trans-Pecos TexasFrom Structural Map of Texas, 3rd ed. by E. H. Sellards and Leo Hendricks, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas, 1946.
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ment is measuredin tens of feet. Thesenormal
faults are thought to be the result of adjust-
ments accompanyingand following the folding,
and undoubtedly similar faults occur in Green
Valley where they are not easily recognized in
the tuff beds.
The northwest structural trend is also dis-
played in the syenitedikes atNeedlePeak and
southeast of the Cotterranch in GreenValley.
Incontrast the basalt formingThe Dike near
the northern boundary trends northeast.
Minor structures are the result of igneous
intrusives thathave pierced theMitchellMesa
tuff flow on Bandera Mesa. Basalt intrusives
formedSan Jacinto Mountain and La Viuda.
Two small syenitic intrusives cut the tuff
flow in the southeasternpart of the mesa, and
the larger forms a trapdoor structure.
SouthernPartof Quadrangle
The southern third of the quadrangle is
structurally dominated by the Solitario uplift
and the complicated peripheral fault system.
Lonsdale (1940, p. 1623) has emphasized the
roleof igneousaction in the developmentof the
Solitario, but certain features of the northeast
flank of the uplift indicate that the huge dome
has a complicated history with more than a
singleperiod of uplift and intrusive activity.
The regional dip of the Cretaceous rocks in
the southeastern part of the quadrangle is
northward, but the dip slope shows minor
folds. A domical structure near the southern
boundary is indicated in the reversal of dip
(PL 1). North of the Tascotal Mesa fault,
Hill3837 near theeastern boundary, a domein
the Boquillasformation, was dissectedprior to
the deposition of the basal Pruett conglomer-
ate. This structure is believed to dateback to
theLaramide orogeny. Incontrast, the domical
structurein the Boquillas southof theHolland-
Meriwether ranch house is definitely younger
and is related to intrusive action in later
Tertiary time which can be dated as pre-
Rawls basalt. Similar rhyolitic intrusives near
by can be dated as post-Mitchell Mesa tuff
flow andpre-Rawls.
The largest normal fault is the Tascotal
Mesa fault which traverses the quadrangle and
extends beyond its boundaries. This fault was
mapped and named by Moon in the Aqua
/
Fria quadrangle to/ the east. The Tascotal
Mesa fault is a scissor fault with the pivotal
area coveredbygravelinthe centralpartof the
south-central rectangle where the displace-
mentin the Rawls flows is consideredrelatively
small. Westward, the north side is down-
dropped, and a maximum displacement of
500-700 feet is attained near the west bound-
ary.To theeast,thesouthside is downdropped,
and the Mitchell Mesa tuff flow capped by
the upper conglomerate-fresh-waterlimestone
facies of the Tascotal is in juxtaposition with
the Pruett-Duff beds. The displacement near
the east boundary may be of the order of 800
feet.
North of the Tascotal Mesa fault a large
fault sets off the basalthills on the south from
Bandera Mesa on the north. The fault is
crossed by the Marfa and Lajitas road at a
point half a mile south of BM 4207. West of
the road a shear zone, 2 feet wide,is filledwith
calcite. East of the road the displacement
on the fault may be as much as 200 feet, but
the throw diminishesnorthwestward, and the
fault diesout nearHill4944.
The area south of the Tascotal Mesa fault
is cut into numerous blocks by complicated
faults that are best explainedas local adjust-
ments to differential movement between the
Solitario complex on the south and the gently
folded Buck Hillvolcanic series on the north.
The Solitario fault, mapped and named by
Moon in the Aqua Fria quadrangle, is half a
mile south of and roughly parallel to the
TascotalMesa fault.It is a strikefault with the
principal displacement parallel to the steeply
dipping beds of theBoquillas.
Moon estimated that the stratigraphic dis-
placement on the Solitario fault in the Aqua
Fria quadrangle is about 2200 feet, but inter-
pretation of the relations in the Tascotal Mesa
area, based on the thinning of the Buck Hill
volcanic rocks against the Solitario uplift,
rules out any displacement of this magnitude
and favors a displacement of the order of a
few hundredfeet.
Just south of the Tascotal Mesa fault near
the west boundary, igneous action has domed
the volcanic rocks. Farther south, northward
dips as highas 20° in the Rawls basalt are the





The field evidenceseems conclusive that the
Solitario uplift south of the quadrangle was
initiated in late Cretaceous time (Laramide)
and was graduallyrising during the deposition
of the Buck Hillvolcanic series.
Igneous rocks are absent or scarce in the
basalPruett conglomerate.If, as earlier writers
have suggested, the Solitario was domed up
by a large intrusive, this intrusion must have
beenatdepth,and igneous rocks in appreciable
quantity did not reach the surface. However,
the possibility that the initial stage in the
development of the Solitario was a wholly
structural deformation unrelated to igneous
intrusion cannotbe dismissed.Incontrast with
the basal Pruett conglomerate, the conglom-
erates in the Duff and Tascotal formations
contain a variety of igneous types, andinmany
areas certain cobbles and boulders can be
traced to near-by igneousmasses, and so date
the intrusives.
The Buck Hill volcanic series thins and
wedges against the flank of the Solitario uplift.
The wedging is accompaniedby pronounced
changes in lithologic characters. As the tuff
beds in the Green Valley area are traced
southward they interfinger and merge with
lentils of coarse conglomerates and fresh-water
limestone beds that were derived by erosion
and weatheringof the Solitario complex. The
tuff beds in the Tascotal Mesa quadrangle
commonly are calcareous due to the available
source of carbonatein the exposed Cretaceous
formations.Local ponding explains the fresh-
water limestone beds in the Duff and in the
Tascotal. Farther north, in the northernparts
of the Buck Hilland Jordan Gap quadrangles
which were relatively removed from exposed
Cretaceous rocks, the Duff contains little cal-
cium carbonate (Goldich and Elms, 1949, p.
1160).
Theaccumulation of the thick succession of
Tertiary tuff beds and related sediments was
not continuous and the tuff locally was eroded
as is indicated by the scour-and-fill structure
at thebase of the thick bed of conglomerate in
the upper part of the Duff formation.In the
upper Duff beds, in the scarp of Bandera
Mesa, are also found the first or oldest basalt
flows exposed in the quadrangle. These flows
were followed shortly by,the extrusion of the
Mitchell Mesa tuff flow. Light-colored sandy
tuff beds were deposited on the eroded hum-
mocky surface of the tuff flowovermost of the
northern two-thirds of the quadrangle, al-
though locally conglomerate beds mark the
base of the Tascotalformation.
The most southerly remnant of the Mitchell
Mesa tuff flow is west of Hill 4850, I|^miles
north of the south boundary. The tuff flow
probably extendedsouthof this pointoriginally,
but it was removed by vigorous erosion that
followeda periodof uplift and intrusionduring
which the rhyoliticmasses in the southeastern
part of the quadrangle were emplaced. One
small remnant of the beds that rested on the
Mitchell Mesa tuff at the time the rhyolite
was intruded is mapped on the southern end
of Hill4850 at an altitudeof 4700 feet.
The tuff and breccia into which therhyolite
magma was intruded was easily and quickly
eroded. The rugged topography was favorable
for the accumulation of local coarse conglom-
erates to which the high peaks of rhyolite
contributedheavily.By this time, the Solitario
domehad beenbreachedanderodedextensively
so that the Paleozoic formations supplied ma-
terial that was transported northward and
incorporated in the upper Tascotal conglom-
erate.Large,angular tosubroundedbouldersof
Caballosnovaculiteand black chert suggestive
of the Maravillas formation are conspicuous
in the conglomerate.
Theupper sandstone and conglomeratebeds
of the Tascotal formation are succeeded by
the flows of the Rawls basalt.The flows over-
rode the conglomerate at the southern edge
of the quadrangle and came to rest on the
upturned and eroded Devils River limestone.
Basaltic intrusives such as San Jacinto and
La Viuda in the north and the two smallplugs
and dike in the southeasternpart of the area
may be related to the flows, but the main
bulk of the lavas, the trachybasalt porphyry
and the trachyandesiteporphyry flows, appear
to have moved into the quadrangle from the
southwest.
A laterperiod of intrusive activity followed
the extrusion of the Rawls lavas, and syenitic
dikes cut the flows in the southwest corner in
the La Mota area. Possibly the syenitic dikes
inGreen Valley and the smallplugonBandera
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Mesaare related to thisperiodof activity,but
there is no way of correlating the intrusives.
The Buck Hill volcanic series was folded,
probablyinlate Tertiary timewhen the north-
weststructural trends weredevelopedinTrans-
Pecos Texas. The folding was accompanied
by regionaluplift, and large-scale faulting re-
sulted. Minor faults in the northern part of
thearea trendnorthwestand areclosely related
to the axisof folding.Themajor faultingin the
southern part is believed to be due to differ-
ential movements in which the Solitario com-
plexacted,moreor less, as a positivestructural
element about which a complicated fault
patternwas developed.
Volcanic extrusives younger than the Rawls
flows do not occur in the quadrangle, and
search for such rocks is best directed to the
region to the southwest. Younger sediments
include gravels and other alluvial deposits.
Gravel-capped pediments occur at different
levels,and inGreenValley theolder pediments
are nowbeingactivelyeroded.
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